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When periodic progressing surface waves are confined in a closed

flume, a nonzero mean circulation develops in the longitudinal direc-

tion. This circulation is driven by mass transport in the direction

of wave motion in the upper part of the water column. There is a

nonzero particle displacement over a wave period (due to wave mass

transport) even though the average Eulerian velocity at a point below

the troughs may be zero, Mei et al. (1972). This net motion of mass

from the wave generator towards the beach must be balanced in a

closed wave flume by a return flow toward the wave generator.

An experiment was designed to determine the behavior of the

return flow as a function of space, time, and periodic wave condi-

tions. Eulerian velocities were measured in a large scale wave flume

with four electomagnetic current meters. Horizontal and vertical

velocities were measured in 12 locations for 25 wave conditions. The

water depth was 11.5 ft and the wave heights ranged from ten to

seventy five percent of the stream function theory breaking limit

(1.0 to 4.5 feet high). The wave periods were 2.5, 3.7, 4.6, 5.3,

and 6.0 seconds. The return flow was found by averaging the hori-

zontal velocity over 8 wave periods after a steady wave height was
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obtained.

The return flow measurements were compared to Kim's (19b4) theo-

retical model which was derived from Stokes fifth order wave

theory. The magnitude of the return flow ranged from 0% to 26% of

the maximum wave particle velocity. The model assumes the return

flow is independent of space or time. The results showed no large

return flow gradients with either the longitudinal or transverse

directions in the wave flume. No definite trends in the return flow

were found with respect to time. The measurements do follow the

theoretical trend as a function of the wave parameters. The return

flow is dependent on the depth below the still water level. On the

average, the measured return flow was 40% less than that predicted by

Kim's uniform flow assumption at 1.5 ft. below the still waler sur-

face, while it was within ±10% of the uniform value between about 4.5

to 8 ft. below the surface.

The measured wave velocities were compared with seventh order

stream function theory superimposed with Kim's return flow theory.

Although the velocity measurements had variability they tended to

follow well the theoretical trends.

This work shows conclusively that the return flow should be con-

sidered for obtaining accurate predictions of wave kinematics in a

closed wave flume. The return flow can be an important influence on

wave force model studies conducted in wave flumes.
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x horizontal direction in cartesian coordinates
(longitudinal direction of the flume)

y horizontal direction in cartesian coordinates (transverse
direction in the flume)



z vertical direction in carlesian coordinates (positive up
from the still water surface)

a phase shift introduced by the Harsh McBirney current meter

coefficient in Rockland transfer function (.924)

coefficient in Rockland transfer function (.700)

V two dimensional gradient operator

iS angular departure of the velocity vector from either the X

or Y current meter axes (ranges between 45 degrees)

parameter used to nondimensionalize the velocity (ITi7j/F1)

water surface elevation

011R'0HM phase of the rockland and Harsh McBirney transfer
functions

0R'®u phase of the current meter (output and input) transfer
functions

0PR' phase of the actual current ueter velocity for the
pendulum calibration

integrating factor

the number pi equal to 3.141

4, streaia function

4, stream function on the water surface

v kinematic viscosity of water

w pendulum oscillator angular frequency

p density of water

c wave board angular frequency

time constant for the current meter transfer function

nondimensional frequency (f/f0) in the Rockland filter
transfer function



KINEMATICS AND RETURN FLOW IN A CLOSED WAVE FLUME

1.0 INTRODUCTION

This thesis is an experimental and theoretical study of the

return flow caused by progressing periodic surface waves in a closed

wave flume. Eulerian measurements of the water surface elevation and

fluid velocities were recorded for 25 wave conditions at several

locations in a large scale flume. These measurements, most of which

are from finite amplitude waves, are compared with nonlinear wave

theory and a new theoretical model for the return flow. A detailed

account of the current meter calibrations is also covered in this

thesis.

1.1 Problem Statement

Closed wave flumes were originally used for model studies of

ship dynamics, which limited one's interest to the wave kinematics

and dynamics near the water surface. Ship response is governed

mostly by bouyancy, and acceleration affects, along with secondary

influences from form drag and skin friction drag. These types of

fluid loads in the ocean are closely modelled with laboratory wave

studies because the primary phenomena are acceleration dependent and

the kinematics near the water surface in the flume and ocean can be

scaled. Little question was raised about how closely a wave flume

approximates the ocean environment due to high correlations between

laboratory and field observations.
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Within the last three decades interest has grown for determining

the velocities and accelerations throughout the water column for pro-

gressing laboratory waves because of the need to model forces on

structures like pipelines (Figure 1.1.1), and vertical piles (Figure

1.1.2). In some cases these studies do not correlate well with field

observations since the phenomena may be more drag dependent. This

discrepancy for drag dependent structures may be at least partly due

to a return flow which is inherent in closed flume studies and can

significantly alter the velocity between the laboratory and the

field. In addition, flume geometry, initial conditions, wind, and

thermal gradients in the laboratory may differ from those in the

ocean. This thesis presents recent experimental and theoretical

studies about water particle kinematics from surface waves in a

closed flume and the return flow phenomenon.

Mass transport in the direction of wave propagation has been

theoretically and experimentally proved, first by Stokes (1847) and

later by Longuet-Higgins (1953) for an inviscid and viscous fluid,

respectively. Russell and Osorio (1958), Mei et al. (1972), Nath

(1978), as well as many others have experimetally measured its

affects. Figure 1.1.3 shows vertical profiles of mass transport com-

puted by Kim (1984) based on Stokes wave theory for an unbounded two

dimensional fluid field.

The return flow is an ever present phenomenon within closed wave

flumes. Mass transport exists in the direction of wave propagation

which must be balanced by a return current toward the wave maker. It

must be included in the analysis of laboratory data since its magni-
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Figure 1.1.1 Submerged Pipeline Undergoing Wave Loading in a 4ave
Flume.

Figure 1.1.2 Vertical Pile Undergoing Wave Loading in a Wave Flume.
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tude can be as high as twenty percent of the maximum horizontal water

particle velocity. This thesis investigates the measured return flow

dependence on space, time, and wave condition.

Lagrangian and Eulerian reference frames have both been used in

wave flume studies. The Lagrangian reference is attached to a spe-

cific water particle, while the Eulerian frame is fixed in space.

Lagrangian measurements of water velocity yield a combination of wave

motion, mass transport, and return flow. No single component can be

isolated from Lagrangian measurements. Structures that are fixed

with respect to the water motion experience an Eulerian velocity. In

a wave flume the return flow can be found by averaging the horizontal

component of the Eulerian velocity measurements over one wave period.

Bullock and Short (1982) measured the return flow under periodic

waves in three vertical locations at the center of aclosed wave

flume. They concluded that the return current can be as high as

twenty percent of the first harmonic wave velocity amplitude.

Theories used to predict wave forces on structures are highly

dependent on water particle velocities and accelerations at the test

site. The Morison equation is used to predict wave forces on cylin-

ders when the diameter is 115 the wave length or smaller and can be

expressed as

2

F = Cd p u(z,t) (u(z,t)I + C p i(z,t) (1.1.1)

where F is the force per unit length, Cd and Cm are the experimen-

tally determined drag and inertia coefficients respectively, p is the

fluid mass density, D is the cylinder diameter, u(z,t) is the hori-



zontal water particle velocity, and ti(z,t) is the temporal fluid

acceleration au/at. The inertia term is directly proportional to the

fluid acceleration while the drag term is proportional to the square

of the velocity. Neglecting the return flow will cause an error of

from zero to 20% in the velocity which can produce errors of from

zero to 44% in the drag component of the Morison equation. Thus, it

is imperative that the return currenr be considered for laboratory

model tests that depend on the velocities throughout the waler

column.

Two problems one must accept during wave flume studies are noise

in the waves and errors in the velocity measurements, it is very

difficult to generate purely sinusoidal waves in a flume. The wave

motion is composed of a primary wave, a free wave, the return flow,

beach reflections, and noise. The primary wave is composed of a fun-

damental wave along with its higher harmonic phase-locked compo-

nents. Phase-locked waves all travel at the same speed. The free

wave is a result of the combined free surface and wave generator

kinematic boundary conditions [Kim (1984)]. It gets its name because

it does not travel with the same speed as the primary wave. Kim

showed that the free wave must be included in second and higher order

wave theories to exactly satisfy the boundary value problem of a flat

bottomed semi-infinite wave flume with a flap-type wave generator.

With measurements from the Oregon State University 0. Howard Iiinsdale

Wave Research Laboratory (OH1IWRL) flume he showed the beating effect

on a periodic progressing wave envelope due to the free wave. Noise

in the form of small waves are generated by wind, wave reflection off
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a model, and transverse oscillations characteristic of the flume

width. For clean periodic waves the higher harmonics, the free wave,

beach reflections, and the return flow are usually secondary in inag-

nitude to the fundamental wave, while the noise level is negligible

compared to all other components.

gulerian water velocity measurements are subject to errors

caused by meter geometry which disturbs the flow, filters in the sig-

nal conditioning equipment, and a meter's limiting capability for

detecting small amplitude and high frequency flow phenomena. Laser

doppler and hot film anemometers, propellor meters, drag probes, and

electromagnetic meters have all been used to measure velocity.

Laser doppler anemometers do not disturb the flow with any

mechanical parts and are sensitive to the velocity direction. For

these reasons they are usually preferred. They measure the frequency

difference between the light waves of a reference laser beam arid

those which are scattered off of a moving particle. In most cases

two laser beams must cross paths at the point of measurement. The

convergence of these beams does heat the water a little, which can

create noise in the measurement. The major disadvantage with an LDA

is that it can not be submerged because of size and water proofing

problems, so the flume walls must be made of glass or lucite.

The other four meter types can be used in concrete walled flumes

but have mechanical parts which disturb the flow field as well as

other problems. Hot film anemometers heat the water at the point of

measurement, are fragile and subject to breakage. They are also

expensive, insensitive to velocity direction, and need frequent
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cleaning. A spherical drag probe was used by Marshall (1972), who

obtained good results, but they are not commercially available. Pro-

pellor meters are usually insensitive to velocity direction and have

problems recording high frequency wave action. An electromagnetic

meter will pick up local electrical and magnetic noise and super-

impose it on the velocity signal. These are only a few of the prob-

lems one faces with current meters.

Four Marsh Mcflirney model 711 electromagnetic current meters

were used to record the velocities for this study. Strong points of

the model 711 include its ability to sense velocity direction arid

high frequency wave motion. They are also fairly rugged and can be

easily moved. The major weakness is their propensity to pick up

strong background electrical and magnetic noise.

The mechanical and electrical characteristics of a model 711

cause several modifications to the velocity signal. It has a probe

which is placed in the fluid where the velocity measurement is

desired, which measures the water speed on two perpendicular axes.

This quantifies a two-dimensional velocity vector. When the flow is

inline with one of these axes the meter will record the correct

velocity. If the flow is not inline with either of these axes the

velocity signal is reduced. This is called the cosine response and a

method to correct it is covered in section 3.1.3. The water velocity

measurement appears as a voltage fluctuation which is converted back

to units of velocity with a calibration coefficienL. The calibration

coefficient for each meter axis was computed from a pendulum oscil-

lator test (sections 3.1.2 and 3.3.2) and compared against tow test



results (section 4.3). The current meter signal conditioning cir-

cuits act as a filter which phase shifts and attenuates the velocity

signal. These effects are corrected using the current meter transfer

function which is covered in section 2.3. The high frequency back-

ground noise is removed by setting all harmonic components above a

certain filtering frequency to zero. The equations used to correct

the measurements for scale and current meter filter effects are

dependent on coefficients which must be determined from calibra-

tions. Manufacturers usually provide values for these coeffi-

cients. However, it is best to calibrate the meters where they will

be used. This will allow the calibrations to closely approximate

experimental conditions and show the level ot local backgrouud noise.

The current meters used in this study were all calibrated for

their steady-state arid frequency response. The meters were towed at

a known velocity while their voltage ouputs were recorded. The fre-

quency response was calibrated with a pendulum oscillator, an elec-

tronic excitation apparatus, and by comparing the phase between the

fundamental harmonics of the water surface elevation and the velocity

measurements from the wave tests. All these calibration methods and

results are covered in Chapters 3 and 4, respectively.

1.2 Scope of Thesis

This thesis presents a set of Eulerian velocity measurements

under progressing periodic surface waves in a closed flume, as a

function of three dimensional space and time, for a limited range of

wave periods arid heights. The measurements were made in the OI-IHWRL

wave flume in February, 1985. Measured values of the return flow are
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compared with Kim's (1984) fifth order theoretical return current and

analysed for dependence on space, time, wave period, and wave

height. Measured velocities, including their return flow, are com-

pared with Dean's seventh order stream function and Kim's return cur-

rent theories superposed. Finally, testing details and results are

provided for the current meter calibrations performed for this study.
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2.0 THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

This chapter provides the background and details of Dean's

stream function wave theory, Kim's return current model, and the

transfer functions for the Marsh Mc1irney model 711 current meters.

Although the wave flume is a three dimensional system, the flow will

be treated as two dimensional from a theoretical point of view. This

approximation is reasonable for flow outside the boundary layer soon

after the onset of wave motion.

Section 2.1 covers Dean's stream function theory (1974), which

is a numerical solution to the boundary value problem of a two dimen-

sional progressing surface wave, in an inviscid incompressible fluid,

that is bounded by a flat impermeable bottom with air at the sur-

face. Dean's theory is used since it more closely predicts measured

velocities in intermediate and deep water finite amplitude waves than

other theories.

Kim's (1984) return current model, covered in section 2.2, was

derived from Stokes wave theory. His theory is used since it has

been extended up to fifth order and has been presented in an acces-

sible graphical format. His fifth order theory is the first to

include the mass transport from the free wave, although its contribu-

tion is small for the wave conditions of this study.

The steady-state and frequency response of the Marsh McBirney

current meters are covered in section 2.3.
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2.1 Wave Kinematics

This section is patterned after the treatment in Dean (1974).

Progressing two-dimensional surface waves propagating through an

incompressible irrotational fluid, as shown in Fig. 2.1.1, can be

mathematically modeled by potential flow theory. Dean assumed the

coordinate system moved with the wave and that the waveform was per-

manent with respect to time. Irrotational flow requires that the

curl of the velocity vector (q) be zero

V x q = j (--- = 0 (2.1.1)

where x and z are the Cartesian coordinates in the horizontal and

vertical directions, u and w are the velocity components in the x and

z directions, j is the unit vector in the y direction (which points

into the page of Figure 2.1.1 since a right-handed coordinate system

is used), and V is the two dimensional gradient operator defined as

V(*) i(*/3x) + k(a*/az) where i and k are the unit vectors in the

x and z directions.

The governing field equation for two dimensional irrotational

flow of an incompressible fluid is the Laplace equation (LE) and can

be written in terms of a scalar stream function () as

V2I) = 0 (2.1.2)

If a solution of the LE can be determined for
, then each component

of the two dimensional velocity field can be recovered by

U = - (2.1.3)
' w_x
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Figure 2.1.1 Definition Sketch for a Progressive Wave System.
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and the total pressure [p(x,z)} anywhere in the fluid is determined

using the steady form of Bernoulli's equation as modified by Dean

I
(u-C)2 + w2]p = p {g(-z) I
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(2.1.4)

where p is the mass density of water, C is the wave celerity (LIT

where L and T are the wave length and period, respectively), g is the

acceleration due to gravity, and B is the average (over one wave

length) Bernoulli constant which can be computed from the dynamic

free surface boundary condition.

The boundary value problem is solved for Laplace's equation sub-

ject to three boundary conditions which quantify the constants of

integration. A pseudo boundary condition is also needed which

requires that the solution be periodic in the x direction. For a

fluid bounded below by an impermeable flat bottom and above by air,

the boundary conditions are

BBC w=O , z=-h

KFSBC :
--- =

--j z = n(x)

DFSBC :

+ 4- [(u-C)2 + wJ = B

PERIODICITY: x,z) = 4(x+L,z)

(2.1.5)

(2. 1.6)

z = ii(x) (2.1.7)

(2.1.8)

Equation 2.1.5 states that the fluid on the bottom can not move in a

vertical direction and is termed the bottom boundary condition

(BBC). The still water depth is h. Equation 2.1.6 requires that the

fluid particles on the surface move with the surface, i(x), and is

called the kinematic free surface boundary condition (KFSBC).
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Equation 2.1.7, the dynamic free surface boundary condition (DFSBC),

is a form of Bernoulli's equation which requires that, in the absence

of surface tension, the pressure at the fluid surface must equal the

atmospheric pressure. In Equation 2.1.7 B is the Bernoulli con-

stant. Equations 2.1.8 is only a pseudo boundary condition ihich

requires that the solution be periodic in x with a wave length (L).

A periodic progressing wave train is usually specified by its

wave height, period, and the water depth. The fundamental unknowns

sought from a solution for 4. are the water velocity vector and the

pressure which is a scalar. The fluid velocity is determined by

inserting the stream function into Equation 2.1.3. The pressure can

be determined anywhere in the fluid by substituting the average

Bernoulli constant (from the DFSBC), the wave celerity, and the water

velocities into Equation 2.1.4.

An exact solution to this boundary value problem has not been

found because of the nonlinear terms in the KFSBC and DFSBC. How-

ever, many analytical and numerical solutions based on some type of

approximation are available.

Airy theory is obtained by dropping all nonlinear Lerms, evalu-

ating the KFSBC and the DFSBC at z 0, and solving the system

through the technique of separation of variables. The linear solu-

tion is a valuable tool for first approximations and work with small

amplitude waves. Details of this solution can be found in most

introductory hydrodynamics texts [Ippen (1971), Dean and Dairyniple

(1984)] and will not be repeated here.
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Dean's stream function solution exactly satisfies the Laplace

equation as well as the KFSBC, BBC, and periodicity. Numerical coef-

ficients are used to approximate the DFSBC. The stream function

solution is given by Dean (1974) as

NN
2irn 2'gnL

R(x,z) z + X(n) sinh {-- (h+z)} cos (-j- x} (2.1.9)
n= 1

By setting z equal to ii, and rearranging, the free surface elevation

can be expressed as

NN
T T 2irn r 2irri

ii = * X(n) sinh {-T-- (h+r)} cos xj (2.1.10)
n= 1

where denotes the stream function on the free surface, L is the

wave length yet to be determined, X(n) are the unknown coefficients,

and NN represents the order of the solution.

Equation 2.1.9 satisfies exactly Laplaces equation, the BBC, the

KFSBC, and the periodicity condition for arbitrary values of L,

and the X(n)'s. The DFSBC is used in a nonlinear numerical perturba-

tion procedure [see appendix I of Dean (1974)] to determine the

unknown L, , and the X(n)'s. Since Dean's solution requires a

numerical method to approximate the DFSBC, it is usually regarded as

a numerical solution.

2.2 Closed Wave Flume Return Flow

When wave motion is started in a flume the flow is irrotational

everywher except in very thin boundary layers which form along the

fluid boundary interfaces. If the measurements are made soon after

the start of wave motion then potential theory should adequately pre-

dict the mass transport of fluid everywhere except within these
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boundary layers. The vorticity boundary layer has been shown by

Batchelor (1967) to be of the order (2v/a)1'2 for oscillatory flow

over a rigid plate where v is the kinematic viscosity of water and a

is the frequency of the motion. For the water temperatures (30 to 50

degrees fahrenheit) and wave frequencies (.167 to .4 Hz.) common in

the OHHWRL wave flume, the maximum boundary layer thickness is of the

order of .1 inches. Assuming this boundary layer thickness is repre-

sentative of those along the sidewalls and the free surface, the

ratio of the boundary layer area to the total cross sectional area is

approximately 1/2 percent. Thus, the error from neglecting viscous

effects in the boundary layer should be quite small relative to the

total mass transport.

Kim (1984) derived theoretical expressions for the mass trans

port, from Stokes second through fifth order wave theories, under

periodic waves in a semiinfinite flat bottomed wave flume with a

variable draft flaptype wavemaker. He solved the second order

boundary value problem exactly by using a linear superposition of

four wave potentials. Two of these potentials decay exponentially

with increasing distance from the wave maker. They can be neglected

beyond about three water depths away from the wave maker. The Stokes

wave and the free wave potentials on the other hand are periodic in

the horizontal direction. The Stokes wave contributes to the mass

transport for the second and higher order wave theories, while the

free wave only contributes to the mass transport at the fourth and

higher orders. He also included a potential to account for the

interaction between the Stokes wave and the free wave.



Kim developed a general expansion which relates the water

particle Lagrangian velocity to the Eulerian velocity at its mean

position. He substituted the Eulerian velocities from the Stokes

solution into these expansions and derived expressions for the

Lagrarigian velocity from the second through the fifth order.

Kim derived the return current from the horizontal Lagrangian

water velocity, u', by the following two steps. He first determined

the mean horizontal Lagrangian water particle velocity u' from

U' f u'(x,z,t) dt

18

(2.2.1)

Then, assuming the return current (Re) was independent of space and

time he computed it by

0ifR - j u'(x,z) dz
c (2.2.2)

where flows toward the wave generator for negative values due to

the coordinate system chosen. Results of his second and fifth order

return current are presented in Figure 2.2.1, where L0 represents the

small amplitude deep water wavelength (gT2/2ir), C0 is the deep water

wave celerity (L0/T), and d is the draft of the wave generator which

is zero for a flap hinged on the flume bottom. Thus, if one knows

the wave height, period, and water depth, the return current at

either second or fifth order can be estimated from Figure 2.2.1.

When a return current model is combined with a wave theory to

predict the velocity field in the test section of a closed wave

flume, a choice must be made whether or not to include nonlinear

interaction effects. Researchers who addressed this question include
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Chandler and }Iinwood (1982), Ismail (1983), and Dibble (1980). Their

results showed that linear superposition is valid for small currents

like those due to return flows. Therefore, the interaction effects

are ignored and linear superposition is used here when the return

current is combined with wave theory.

2.3 Current Meter Calibrations

The Marsh McBirney model 711 electromagnetic current meter

operates on the principle of Fareday's law of electromagnetic induc-

tion, which states that if a conductor is translated through a mag-

netic field in a direction such that the conductor, the velocity of

the conductor, and the magnetic field are all perpendicular, then an

electromotive potential will exist across the conductor. This poten-

tial is proportional to the product of the velocity, conductor

length, and magnetic field strength.

The fluid velocity measurements are collected with a probe which

is shown schematically in Figure 2.3.1. The probe houses a wire coil

and two sets of mutually perpendicular electrodes. When a current is

applied to the coil, whose axis coincides with that of the probe, a

magnetic field is created which surrounds the probe. The fluid acts

as the conductor between the electrodes. When the fluid moves in a

direction perpendicular to the probe axis, an electromotive poten-

tial, approximately proportional to the water velocity, is estab-

lished across the electrodes. The electromotive potential is changed

to an analog voltage by a conditioning box which also phase shifts

and attenuates the signal.
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Figure 2.3.1 MMI Model 711 Current Meter Probe [(Dibble (1980)].



According to Marsh McBirney Inc., the model 711 should behave as

a linear first order instrument due to its conditioning box electron-

ics. The governing equation is

dr
T + r = Ju (2.3.1)

where t is the time constant, t is time, r is the voltage output, u

is the horizontal fluid velocity, J is the static sensitivity, and

1/J is the calibration coefficient. Although this analysis is only

for the horizontal component of the velocity, the results also apply

to the vertical axis.

The calibration coefficient can be determined by towing the

meter at a constant speed. This can be modeled mathematically by

solving Equation 2.3.1 subject to a step function excitation shown in

Figure 2.3.2. The initial condition is r = u = 0 for t = 0 while the

excitation is u = u0 for t > 0 where u0 is a constant velocity. The

solution, derived in the Appendix (section 7.1), is

t/T)r = Ju (1-e
0 (2.3.2)

which is shown in Figure 2.3.3. For a time scale much greater than

the time constant [(t/r) > 5] the exponential decays to zero and the

solution becomes

r = Ju0
(2.3.3)

Thus, the calibration coefficient (l/J) can be determined from the

ratio of the water velocity (u0) and the measured voltage (r).
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Figure 2.3.2 ExcitatiOn for the Step Function Response.

volts
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Figure 2.3.3 Step Function Response of Equation 2.3.1
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The frequency response of a first order linear system can be

determined from either a ramp or a sinusoidal excitation. The ramp

response can be determined by solving EquatIon 2.3.1 subject to the

Initial condition r = u 0 at t = 0 and the excitation u = at for

t > 0, where a is a constant acceleration or deceleration as shown

in Figure 2.3.4. The solution (derived in the Appendix section 7.1)

is

-t / rr=Ja [ie
C

24

(2.3.4)

which is the sum of a straight line [r = Ja(t-T)1 and a transient

[r Jace_t'T] which decays at a rate inversely proportional to the

time constant. Equation 2.3.4 is plotted in Figure 2.3.5.

If a constant amplitude sinusoidal signal is substituted for ii

in Equation 2.3.1 the solution must also be a sinusoid with a finite

amplitude and a phase shift relative to the input [Newland (1975)].

The sinusoidal response can be determined by substituting the follow-

ing complex expressions into Equation 2.3.1

u A. eJWt
(2.3.5)

r = A eJ(t+
(2.3.6)0

where j = (_1)1'2, is the frequency of the sinusoidal motion, c is

the phase lag between the input and the output, and A0 and A1 are the

amplitudes of the sinusoids. Upon substitution and rearrangement,

Equation 2.3.1 becomes

jczAe
0 1

JA1 jwr + 1 (2.3.7)
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Figure 2.3.4 Excitation for the Ramp Response.
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Figure 2.3.5 Ramp Response of Equation 2.3.1
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where 1/(jr+1) is the Marsh McBirney transfer function. Separating

Equation 2.3.7 into its amplitude and phase components yields

[()2
i1112

(2.3.8)

= tan (-w'r) (2.3.9)

Figure 2.3.6 shows the amplitude and phase response of a first order

instrument excited by a sinusoidal input. When the product urt is

unity, a first order system will respond with a phase lag of -45

degrees and an amplitude attenuation of .707.

The calibration coefficient and time constant of the model 711

or any instrument must be computed from calibration tests before the

water velocity can be obtained from the measured voltage. The cali-

bration coefficient, 1/J, can be determined from either a tow test or

measurements of the amplitude attenuation during a sinusoidal excita-

tion. The calibration coefficient can be determined from a tow test

as the ratio of the tow speed to the voltage output. From a sinu-

soidal test 1/J and T can be determined by varying each until the

error between the theoretical (Equation 2.3.8) and measured amplitude

attenuation is minimized.

The time constant (T) can be determined by either a ramp or a

sinusoidal response test. The ramp test was done by Dibble (1980)

who applied a large deceleration to the meter probe which was rigidly

fixed to a towing carriage below the free surface. This was accom-

plished by stopping the rapidly moving carriage over a very short

distance. The response (Figure 2.3.7) yielded the maximum accelera-

tion the meter can detect (2.49 m/sec2) and a value for the time con-
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Figure 2.3.6 Phase shift and amplitude attenuation due to the tlarsh
NcBirney filter.
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stant (.12 sec.). Accurate determination of the time constant from

this test is difficult for two reasons. when the probe is pulled

through the fluid at a high velocity, a wake forms behind it and is

pulled along in the same direction. When the carriage is rapidly

decelerated the wake may wash past the probe causing the meter to

record a larger deceleration than is actually occurring. Obtaining a

steady deceleration is also very difficult, as shown by the carriage

velocity in Figure 2.3.7.

The time constant can be determined from a sinusoidal oscilla-

tion by recording the frequency of the signal and using Equation

2.3.8 or 2.3.9 for the amplitude attenuation or phase lag, respec-

tively.

Three different methods were used to excite the meter with a

sinusoidal input (each is described in chapter 3). One method

involved oscillating the meter probe on the end of a long pendulum

(Figure 3.1.3). This reproduced the one dimensional oscillation of

fluid seen by a set of probe axes in waves, while allowing the motion

of the meter to be accurately recorded. As with Dibble's ramp test,

a source of error can be caused by the wake backwash effect. An

electronic sinusoidal excitation was used to determine the frequency

response without water. This method has the advantage of eliminating

all differences between the calibration flow and the test flow condi-

tions. This provided a measurement modified only by the current

meter's signal conditioner. The third method used measurements of

the wave kinematics. The fundamental harmonic of the vertical and

horizontal velocity were assumed to lead that of the water surface by
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90 and zero degrees, respectively. The obvious advantage of this

method is that the fluid velocities are consistent between the wave

tests and the meter calibrations. Since the sinusoidal method

yielded a reasonable approximation of the water wave velocities, it

was used to determine the frequency response of each current meter.
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3.0 EXPERIMENTAL DESCRIPTION

3.1 Facilities and Equipment

The experiments were performed in the Oregon State University 0.

Howard Hinsdale Wave Research Laboratory (OHHWRL).

3.1.1 OSU HWRL

The OUHWRL contains a closed wave flume equipped with a hydraul-

ically powered flap-type wave maker, an adjustable false beach, and a

computer which drives the wave generator arid collects data.

The concrete flume, Figure 3.1.1, is 342 feet long, 15 feet deep

in the test section, and twelve feet wide along its entire length.

The flume is oriented with its longitudinal axis directed south to

north, and has a roof spanning the test section. The flume has four

regions along its length. The first region is 18 feet deep, 22 feet

long, and contains the wave board which is hinged, on the floor, 18

feet from the south wall. The next region is 40 feet long with a

bottom slope of 40/3. Region three, containing the test section, is

15 feet deep, including 3.5 feet of free board, and 250 feet long.

Then the bottom rises twelve vertical feet to region four. This last

region is 3 feet deep and 30 feet long. The entire flume is recessed

to such a depth that only about 3.6 ft. protrudes above the ground.

The wave board is a l2x18 ft, 5000 ib, welded aluminum plate.

The board is attached to the flume at the bottom by a series of

hinges, and prevents water leakage around its sides with polypro-

pylene flaps which slide on stainless steel plates. A piston, which

is powered by a 3000 psi, 70 gpm, servo-controlled hydraulic system,
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drives the board. The piston is located on the dry side of the board

10 ft. above the flume bottom. A PDP 11 computer drives the system

which is capable of solitary, periodic, and random waves.

A false beach is made from 12 foot square reinforced, concrete

panels. Welded steel brackets are bolted into the flume wall for

panel support. A beach configuration of almost any dimension can be

constructed. For this study a twelve-to-one beach slope was used

since it absorbs considerable wave energy (at least 90%) while allow-

ing 129 ft. of test section with a horizontal bottom.

Water surface fluctuations and pendulum displacements were

recorded with Sonic Systems Model 86 Sonic and Ultra Sonic Wave Pro-

filers. They record the time for a sonic pulse, created by an elec-

tric spark, to travel to a surface, reflect, and return. The condi-

tioning box changes the series of time measurements to an analog

voltage signal which is proportional to displacement.

The data filtering and recording hardware is composed of a PDP

11 computer, Rockland filters, and a strip chart recorder. The PDP

11 is capable of digitizing and recording up to 16 channels of infor-

mation simultaneously. High frequency noise is eliminated from wave

velocity measurements with the Rockland filters. Up to six channels

of information can be routed to a strip chart recorder which provides

quantitative results immediately.

The instrument carriage was used to tow the current meters for

the steady state calibration. The carriage is a structure of welded

steel I beams and angle irons, with steel grating for a floor. Power

is provided by an SRC controlled, variable speed, electric motor. A
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four speed truck transmission and a chain and sprocket connect the

motor to the drive axle. The carriage has automobile tires which

roll along the top edge of the flume. The current meters were

mounted to the support structure of an eight inch horizontal test

cylinder as shown in Figure 3.1.2. The 8 inch test cylinder was

included to stiffen the meter support. The carriage can tow at con-

stant rates of speed from .5 to 10 fps.

3.1.2 Pendulum Oscillator

The pendulum oscillator, Figure 3.1.3, was constructed by Bill

Hollings, while the tests were performed by both Hollings and Larry

Crawford.

The pendulum was made with a 16 foot long, 3 inch diameter,

round steel pipe. One end of the pendulum was screwed into a tee

pipe connection while the other end held the current meter probe.

Two 2 ft. sections of the same kind of pipe were screwed into the

other two openings of the pipe connection. Thus, the pendulum was a

16 ft. long "T with a 4 ft. top.

Translational motion of the pendulum was prevented by suspending

it from two notched wooden beams. One beam was placed on each side

of the 16 foot stem. Grease applied to the contact areas between the

pendulum and the beams provided minimal friction for smooth rotation.

A current meter probe was mounted on the pendulum bottom which

rested 7 ft. 4 inches above the bottom of the flume. The probe was

covered by 1.5 ft. of water. Due to the long pendulum stem, the

probe's vertical displacement was limited to .85 inches for a maximum

horizontal span of 1.5 ft. which is also shown in Figure 3.1.3.
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The pendulum motion was actuated by an electric motor and meas-

ured by a sonic profiler. They were both supported on a 12 foot

square pre-cast concrete beach slab. The profiler axis was one foot

above the water. The 2.2 horsepower motor was connected to the pen-

dulum through a chain, sprocket, and two plates. The motor rotated a

1 ft. diameter steel sprocket. A 32x2x1/4 inch flat steel plate was

welded to the sprocket which had holes spaced along its length from

the center of rotation. A 34x3x1/2 inch aluminum plate with holes

spaced along its length connected the steel plate to the pendulum.

Bolts connected the steel plate and pendulum to the aluminum plate.

The pendulum motion amplitude was changed with the spaced holes on

each plate, while the frequency was altered by adjusting the motor

speed. The maximum amplitude setting used for the probe displacement

was 1.46 feet.

3.1.3 Current Meters

Each Marsh McBirney model 711 current meter used in this study

will be referred to by its serial number preceded by an upper case

H. The four meters include the M34, M35, M115, and the M480.

Figures 3.1.4 and 3.1.5 show the probe and conditioning box for the

M115.

The geometry of the probe is not the same for each meter. All

the probes have the same cylindrical shape and are one inch in diam-

eter. The M34 and M35 probes are 8 inches long while those for the

M115 and the M480 are 10 and 12 inches long, respectively. The M34

and M35 electrodes are located 1.5 inches back from the probe tip

while the M115 and M480 electrodes are 3.5 and 5.5 inches back,
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respectively. The electrodes on the M480 probe extend 1/16 of an

inch out of the cylindrical body while those of the M34, M35, and

M115 are flush with the surface.

A step-wise variable time constant setting is available on all

the meter conditioning boxes. The time constant is set with the

right knob in Figure 3.1.5. For the wave and pendulum calibration

tests the time constant setting for all meters were set on .2

seconds. The electronic test included several settings in addition

to the .2 sec. value.

The model 711 is capable of measuring the velocity on two per-

pendicular axes at the same time. The manufacturer has denoted the

different axes by X and Y. Each axis is clearly marked on the probe

and the conditioning box. When a specific axis of a meter is

referred to, the abbreviation for that meter will be followed by

either X or Y. For example, the X axis of current meter number 115

is given by M115X.

Marsh McBirney extended the electrodes beyond the probe casing,

1/16 of an inch, on the later editions of the model 711 (M480) to

improve the cosine response (Nath, 1981). The cosine response, as

shown in Figure 3.1.6 for a 1 fps incident velocity, is a function of

the angle between the incident velocity and the meter axes. From

information supplied by the manufacturer, Nath (1981) showed that the

cosine response can be corrected by multiplying the horizontal and

vertical velocity records by the correction factor, CF, which is

defined by

CF = 1.00 .0027 (3.1.1)
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where is the angular departure of the velocity vector, from either

the X or Y axes of the probe, in degrees. Thus, CF is equal to one

when the velocity is coincident with either the X or Y axes, and

linearly reduces to .8785 as the value of cS reaches a maximum of 45

degrees. The velocity measurement is divided by CF during the data

processing (Section 3.2.3).

3.1.4 Electronic Calibration

Jim Wagner (School of Oceanography at OSU) devised an electronic

calibration method which mimicked the sinusoidal fluid flow experi-

enced by the current meter probe electrodes in waves. A copy of his

report is included in the Appendix (section 7.2). A schematic of the

electronics is shown in Figure 3.1.7.

The main components of the testing equipment included an oscil-

loscope, a voltage multiplier, and a function generator. During flow

velocity measurements the potential generated across the probe elec-

trodes is proportional to the product of the magnetic field strength

and the fluid speed. The magnetic field strength is proportional to

the voltage applied across the coil in the probe. Thus, the voltage

applied across the probe electrodes must be a product of the coil

excitation and the sinusoid used to mimic the fluid flow. The sinu-

soidal input to the multiplier was created by the function genera-

tor. Spot measurements showed that no phase lag existed between the

function generator ports and the probe sensors. The oscilloscope was

connected between the function generator ports and the current meter

output to measure the phase shift and amplitude attenuation. The two

resistors on the live circuit between the coil excitation, iultipli-
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er, and the positive probe electrode were used to reduce the voltage

to a level consistent with the equipment specifications.

3.2 Experimental Procedures

This section covers equipment settings, measurements taken, and

format of the recorded data for the wave kinematics and current meter

calibration tests.

3.2.1 Kinematics

The wave kinematics were measured during February 1985 in the

Oregon State University OHHWRL wave flume. Water particle velocities

and the free surface elevation were measured for 25 different wave

conditions as shown in Table 3.2.1, 3.2.2, and 3.2.3. Each wave con-

dition was repeated for three different meter arrangements as shown

in Figures 3.2.1 and 3.2.2. Both horizontal and vertical velocities

were measured at four locations for each meter arrangement. Thus,

the velocities were measured in twelve locations for each wave condi-

tion.

Measurements along the length of the tank were limited to three

stations. All the meters for arrangements 1 and 2 are located 136

feet north of the wave board. This cross section is the location for

wave force studies on horizontal and vertical cylinders. During

arrangement #3, M35 and M480 were 24 feet south of the cylinder loca-

tion, while the M115 and M34 were 24 feet north of the cylinder loca-

tion. Thus, arrangements #1 and #2 were used to quantify the return

flow throughout one cross section of the tank while arrangement #3
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Table 3.2.1. Log of Wave Runs for Meter Arrangement #1

Run #
T

(sec)
Span
(ft)

H(est)
(ft)

Delay
(sec) Comments

23 2.50 .55 1.0 M34Y dead for runs 23-37
1 2.50 1.00 1.8 60

24 2.50 1.35 2.5
25 2.50 1.70 3.0
2 2.50 2.05 4.0 60

26 3.70 1.00 1.0 digitized at wrong freq.
3 3.70 2.10 2.2 120 all zeros are bad

27 3.70 2.75 2.9
28 3.70 3.40 3.5
4 3.70 4.00 4.25 120 Run 4A (M35X bad zero)

29 4.60 1.75 1.0
5 4.60 2.63 2.2 30

30 4.60 3.45 2.8
31 4.60 4.25 3.4
6 4.60 5.00 4.0 30

32 5.30 1.60 1.0
7 5.30 3.10 2.2 27

33 5.30 3.75 2.8
34 5.30 4.40 3.1
8 5.30 5.00 3.5 27

35 6.00 2.50 1.0
9 6.00 3.90 2.2 25

36 6.00 4.25 2.5
37 6.00 4.60 3.0
10 6.00 5.00 3.2 25

Delay is the time duration between collection of the first and second
data set.

Run numbers Date

1-4 2/5/85

5-10 2/6/85

23-36 2/8/85
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Table 3.2.2 Log of Wave Runs for Meter Arrangement #2

T Span H(est)
Run # (sec) (ft.) (ft.) Date Comments

38 2.50 .55 1.0 2/11/85 M35X & MI15Y bad
39 2.50 1.00 1.8 M35X & M115Y bad
40 2.50 1.35 2.5 M35X & M115Y bad
41 2.50 1.70 3.0 M35X & MI15Y bad
42 2.50 2.05 4.0 M35X & M1I5Y bad

43 3.70 1.00 1.0 2/12/85
44 3.70 2.10 2.2 M35X bad
45 3.70 2.75 2.9
46 3.70 3.40 3.5
47 3.70 4.00 4.25 M35X bad zero

48 4.60 1.75 1.0
49 4.60 2.63 2.2
50 4.60 3.45 2.8
51 4.60 4.25 3.4 M35X bad zero M480 splashing
52 4.60 5.00 4.0 M480 splashing

53 5.30 1.60 1.0 M35X & MII5Y bad
54 5.30 3.10 2.2
55 5.30 3.75 2.8
56 5.30 4.40 3.1
57 5.30 5.00 3.5

58 6.00 2.50 1.0 M35X drifted in time
59 6.00 3.90 2.2
60 6.00 4.25 2.5 M1I5Y bad zero
61 6.00 4.60 3.0
62 6.00 5.00 3.2

Splashing means that the meter lies above the wave trough elevation.
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Table 3.2.3 Log of Wave Runs for Meter Arrangement #3

T Span }1(est)

Run # (sec) (ft.) (ft.)

63 2.50 .55 1.0
64 2.50 1.00 1.8
65 2.50 1.35 2.5
66 2.50 1.70 3.0
67 2.50 2.05 4.0

68 3.70 1.00 1.0
69 3.70 2.10 2.2
70 3.70 2.75 2.9
71 3.70 3.40 3.5
72 3.70 4.00 4.25

73 4.60 1.75 1.0
74 4.60 2.63 2.2
75 4.60 3.45 2.8
76 4.60 4.25 3.4
77 4.60 5.00 4.0

78 5.30 1.60 1.0
79 5.30 3.10 2.2
80 5.30 3.75 2.8
81 5.30 4.40 3.1
82 5.30 5.00 3.5

83 6.00 2.50 1.0
84 6.00 3.90 2.2
85 6.00 4.25 2.5
86 6.00 4.60 3.0
87 6.00 5.00 3.2

Date Comments

2/14/85 * M35X bad
M35X bad
M35X bad
M35K bad
M35X bad M35 splashing

M35X bad

M35 splashing
M35 splashing

M35 splashing
M35 splashing

* For runs 63-87, meter #34 was splashing.

Splashing means that the probes lies above the bottom of the wave
trough.

For runs 78-87, MII5Y showed considerable noise.
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was performed to see if the return flow varied along the flume

length.

All meters except M34 measure hotizontal velocity with their Y

axis for all meter arrangement numbers. The M34Y was horizontal for

arrangement #1 while it was vertical for arrangements #2 and #3. The

M34Y axis died during arrangement #1 testing. Since the horizontal

velocity was needed most, the M34X axis was placed in that direction.

Five different wave heights at each of five frequencies composed

the twenty five wave conditions. The wave period and span, shown in

Table 3.2.1, are input to the wave board. The span is the stroke of

the piston which is mounted to the wave-board ten feet above the bot-

tom of the flume. The maximum stroke of the piston is 5 feet. The

wave height shown was estimated from the wave-board settings.

For all runs, 15 wave periods of digital data were collected

beginning with the start of water motion at the meter location. For

meter arrangement #3, the data collection was begun when the water

surface started moving at the southern most meters.

Extra measurements were taken for runs #1 through #10. after

the first measurements were taken the wave-board was allowed to run

the amount of time shown under delay in Table 3.2.1 before another 15

periods of data were recorded. These delayed runs will be denoted as

#1A through #1OA.

The current meters were mounted on devices which placed the

sensing electrodes at various distances from the wall and horizon-

tally from the profiler. The M34 and 1135 probes were mounted on

screw in brackets which placed the electrodes 4 inches south of the
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profiler and 12 inches from the wall. The N480 and M115 probes were

mounted on brackets placing them directly below the profiler. The

electrodes for the M480 and M115 probes were 30 and 10 inches from

the wall, respectively. All probe mounts were rigid enough so that

movement due to wave forces was negligible. The small phase shift

due to the 4 inch offset of M34 and M35 were corrected during the

data processing (section 3.3.1).

Measureraents were recorded in analog form on the strip chart

recorder and digitally on magnetic tape with the PDP-11 computer. A

zero reference was determined for each measurement, by recording the

meter output for 5.12 seconds at 50 Hz. (256 points) before the wave-

maker was set into motion. The measurements were digitized at 256

points per wave period.

High frequency noise above 8 Hz. was eliminated from all veloc-

ity records with the Rockland filters. The Rockland filter transfer

function is covered in the Appendix (section 7.3). The profiler sig-

nal can not be filtered with a Rockland filter because of dropouts in

the record. A drop out occurs when the record either has a sharp

spike or jumps instantaneously to a different voltage level for a

short time. Drop outs are inherent in all sonic profilers and

usually occur with large waves when the water surface is steep.

The water depth fluctuated slightly because of leakage around

the wave board. It was maintained as close to 11.5 feet as possible

but on occasion decreased to a minimum of 11.45 feet. The water tem-

perature was consistent at 37.5 degrees fahrenheit. All the data

were processed assuming the water depth was 11.5 feet.
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3.2.2 Current Meter Calibrations

Calibration tests were done to determine the calibration coeffi-

cient, 1/J, and time constant, T, for each meter axis. The tow tests

were performed to determine the calibration coefficient, while three

independent tests were used to determine r. The pendulum test was

the first frequency response test performed and provided questionable

phase shifts for some of the meters. An electronic test was then

performed by Jim Wagner of the OSU Oceanography Dept. At this point 3

of the 8 meter axes were not working. The third method to determine

'E utilized the wave tests which were performed prior to the elec-

tronic calibration.

The meters were towed at constant speeds covering the expected

velocity range of the wave tests. They were towed at distances of

25, 50, and 75 feet depending on the carriage speed. Carriage move-

ment was controlled by a passenger who also measured the travel time

with a stop watch. A comparable duration between all runs was main-

tained by towing the faster speeds a longer distance. The carriage

was started and stopped an adequate distance outside the test region

to assure a constant speed during measurements. The current meter

output was recorded on the strip chart as well as digitally.

The pendulum test, used to determine the time constant r, was

performed on both axes of all four meters. The P1115 was tested on

August 29, 1984. The P1480 and P134 were tested on December 10, and

11, 1984, respectively. The M35X and Y axes were tested on January

3, and 4, 1985, respectively. Each axis was tested over a frequency
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range which covered all the fundamental frequencies for the wave

measurements.

Tables 3.2.4 through 3.2.7 show run numbers, periods of motion,

and amplitude of the probe displacement for each axis tested. In

some runs the digitizing frequency was not equal to a multiple of the

pendulum motion frequency. When this occurred the actual pendulun

frequency is shown in the column called corrected f. To properly

estimate the phase shift and amplitude attenuation for these runs the

velocity measurement had to be re-digitized at a multiple of the pen-

dulum motion frequency. The methods used to determine the phase

shift, amplitude attenuation, and re-digitize the data are covered in

section 3.3.2.

The profiler was calibrated by displacing the pendulum and corn-

paring its voltage level to the probe displacement. The probe dis-

placement was determined from the profiler signal after multiplica-

tion by its calibration coefficient. For each current meter the pro-

filer calibration constant was recalculated. The profiler voltage

was measured while the current meter probe was displaced 1.46 ft in

each direction. The coefficient was then calculated as the displace-

ment divided by the average voltage. The profiler calibration coef-

ficients used for each current meter tested were

Meter Profiler (1/J)
No. (ft/volt)

M34 -.67

M35 -.67

MilS -.69

1,1480 -.67
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Table 3.2.4 Pendulum Calibration Log Meter #34

T f Span Corrected f
Run # (sec) (Hz) (ft) (Hz) Date

X Axis
1 12.11 .082 1.44 .085 12/11/84
2 8.74 .114 1.43
3 7.46 .134 1.43 .132
4 5.76 .174 1.43 .176
5 5.37 .186 1.42
6 5.06 .198 1.42 .196
7 4.38 .228 1.42
8 3.86 .259 1.42
9 3.32 .301 1.41
10 2.85 .351 1.40
11 2.39 .418 1.38
12 2.18 .459 1.39
13 1.89 .529 1.38
14 1.53 .653 1.39 .646

Y Axis
15 13.97 .071 1.43 .076 12/11/84
16 8.74 .101 1.42
17 7.46 .134 1.43 .140
18 5.76 .157 1.42
19 5.37 .193 1.41
20 5.06 .198 1.39 .225
21 4.38 .248 1.38
22 3.86 .279 1.39
23 3.32 .314 1.38
24 2.85 .382 1.39
25 2.39 .429 1.38
26 2.18 .483 1.38
27 1.89 .529 1.38
28 1.53 .654 1.38

Corrected f is the actual pendulum frequency when the data was
digitized at the incorrect frequency.
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Table 3.2.5 Pendulum Calibration Log Meter #35

T f Span Corrected f
Run # (sec) (Hz) (ft) (liz) Date

XAxis
1 13.99 .071 1.45 .072 1/3/85
2 9.13 .109 1.45 .115
3 7.53 .133 1.45 .135
4 6.82 .147 1.45
5 5.29 .189 1.44
6 4.62 .216 1.43 .227
7 4.06 .246 1.42
8 3.55 .282 1.42 .278
9 3.02 .332 1.41
10 2.74 .365 1.40
11 2.44 .410 1.40 .405
12 2.20 .454 1.39 .459

Y Axis
13 13.95 .072 1.45 1/3/85
14 8.41 .119 1.46
15 6.62 .151 1.45 .138
16 5.24 .191 1.44
17 5.01 .200 1.44
18 4.39 .228 1.43
19 3.67 .272 1.42
20 3.18 .314 1.42
21 2.80 .357 1.40
22 2.49 .402 1.40 .391
23 2.27 .441 1.40
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Table 3.2.6 Penduluni Calibration Log Meter #115

T f Span Corrected f
Run /1 (sec) (Hz) (ft) (Hz) Date

X Axis
1 9.10 .110 1.40 .111 8/29/84
2 4.40 .227 1.38
3 3.14 .318 1.39 .324
4 2.63 .380 1.39
5 2.10 .476 1.36
6 1.58 .633 1.05 .618
7 1.44 .694 1.05 .704
8 1.25 .800 1.02
9 5.31 .188 1.39 .190
10 5.78 .173 1.38

Y Axis
11 8.04 .124 1.39 .129 8/29/84
12 6.36 .157 1.39
13 5.24 .191 1.39
14 4.67 .214 1.39
15 3.34 .299 1.39 .293
16 2.73 .366 1.37
17 2.21 .452 1.37
18 1.68 .595 1.04 .605
19 1.50 .667 1.04 .679
20 1.28 .781 1.04
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Table 3.2.7 Pendulum Calibration Log Meter #480

T f Span Corrected f
Run # (sec) (Hz) (ft) (Hz) Date

YAxis
1 11.78 .085 1.44 .097 12/10/84
2 7.56 .132 1.44 .126
3 6.53 .153 1.43
4 5.41 .185 1.43
5 5.23 .191 1.38
6 4.49 .223 1.42 .235
7 4.06 .246 1.42
8 3.74 .267 1.42 .260
9 3.34 .299 1.41

10 2.98 .335 1.41 .330
11 2.57 .389 1.40
12 2.14 .467 1.39
13 1.77 .565 1.39
14 1.52 .658 1.40

X Axis
15 24.08 .041 1.40 .047 12/10/84
16 7.83 .128 1.45 .135
17 9.47 .105 1.45
18 6.98 .143 1.45
19 5.96 .168 1.44 .155
20 5.60 .179 1.43 .186
21 4.54 .220 1.43 .224
22 4.28 .234 1.42
23 4.00 .250 1.42
24 3.29 .304 1.42 .308
25 2.81 .356 1.41
26 2.36 .424 1.41
27 1.97 .508 1.40
28 1.55 .645 1.40
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Data aquisition and storage was very similar to that of the wave

tests. However, no channels were passed through the Rockland fil-

ters. This provided phase lag and amplitude attenuation due only to

the Marsh McBirney signal conditioner. Each run was recorded digi-

tally and on the strip chart recorder. All signals were digitized

for 10 periods at 512 samples per cycle. Zeros for each signal were

determined by recording the displacement and velocity at 50 liz. for

5.12 sec. while the pendulum was still.

By the time the electronic test was performed (during June 2, 3,

and 4, 1986) three of the b meter axes were not functioning. The

tests were run with all possible values of the variable time constant

setting. The following list shows the MilS velocity output read off

the conditioning box velocity scale for a few values of the voltage

amplitude applied across the electrodes

Meter reading Inpu amplitude
(fps) 10 (volts)

8.5 5

7.5 4

5.0 2.6

2.5 1.2

which shows the extremely small voltages which had to be applied

across the electrodes. The input amplitude was adjusted so that the

raeter output registered 3.5 Ips for all the tests performed. Both

axes of M115 and M35 were tested at frequencies of .1, .2, .4, .6,

1., and 2 Hz. while the M480X axis was tested at .1, .2, .4, and .6

Hz. Both axes of M34 and the M480Y axis were not working. All this
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information as originally reported by Jim Wagner is provided in the

Appendix (section 7.2).

The last method to determine g used the wave test results.

Details of these computations are in section 3.3.2.

3.3 Data Processing

The methods used to process the wave data are covered iti section

3.3.1 while those used for the calibration data are covered in sec-

tion 3.3.2.

3.3.1 Wave Kinematics

The profiler and velocity channels were first corrected by

FIXDTA for dropouts and wild points. F1XDTA is a program written by

David Standley which allows the user to interpolate bad data

points. The computer screen can show 300 data points at one time.

In a given screen of data the user can see every point. The entire

data record can be scanned using a cursor. When bad points are found

the user selects either a linear or cubic spline algorithm to inter-

polate between the bad points. Limits of interpolation are set by

eye.

A program called KIN was used to filter each signal. A flow

chart of this program is shown in Figure 3.3.1. For each run an

eight wave section was used which started within one wave period

after a steady wave height was established. The profiler records

were converted from bits to units of feet, Fourier transformed, fil-

tered at fcut for high frequency noise, inverse Fourier transformed,

analyzed for wave heights, and stored. The PDP-11 computer digitizes
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tart

Input run parameters:
run title, wave period, estimated
wave height, starting wave of 15

period record, number of channels,
number of channels to process,
number of data points in record,
number of data points per period,

number of (zero) data points

Input channel parameters:
Title of meter, units, channel

number, calibration coefficient,
time constant, fcut, Rockland
filter cut off frequency, plot
options, flag denoting type of
signal (water surface, vertical
velocity, or horizontal velocity)

Read in the data and zeros

Apply calibration coefficients
to convert from bits to

physical units

Compute the mean of the zeros

Compute the mean of the data
using the mean zero as the origin

Next page

Figure 3.3. Ia Flow Chart for Program KIN.



I Compute the variance of the data

I Call subroutine FTA
I

If this channel is a profiler,
compute the height and period

of each wave

If this is a velocity record
measured with either the M34,
M35, or M115 meter correct it

for the cosine resionse

ISave data in a binary storage file

ES
More channels to process?

I

NO

top

Figure 3.3.la (Continued)



YES

Subroutine FTA

FFT the record

I Plot the one sided amplitude spectrum I

Call VAR
VAR computes the signals' variance.
If the signal is a velocity VAR also

computes its amplitude and phase shift
with respect to the profiler for the

first through the fifth wave harmonics.

I Is the signal a Drofiler record? I

NO

Filter the signal with the Marsh
L McBirney transfer function.

I
Call VAR

1

Filter the signal for the Rockland
Lfilter transfer function.

ICall VAR

1

Next page

Figure 3.3.lb Flow Chart for Subroutine FTA.
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Low pass filter the signal at fcut
to eliminate high frequency noise

Correct the phase of the M35 and
M34 signals for their 4 inch
offset from the wave profiler.

Call VAR

Plot the one sided amplitude spectrum

I
Inverse FFT the signals

I

I Return I

Figure 3.3.lb (Continued)
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all analog voltage signals on an integer (bit) scale which ranges

from 0 to 4095. The high frequency noise is filtered above a fre-

quency equal to fcut. Each velocity record was converted from bits

to units of feet per second, averaged to determine the mean flow,

Fourier transformed, multiplied by the Marsh McBirney and Rockland

transfer functions, filtered at fcut for high frequency noise,

inverse Fourier transformed, corrected for the cosine response if

applicable, and stored. The forward and inverse Fourier transforms

were done with a Fast Fourier transform algorithm written by

Blootafield (1976). Elimination of high frequency noise was done by

setting all frequency components above fcut equal to zero. Fcut was

set equal to five times the periodic wave frequency. This allowed

elimination of electrical noise while retaining the fundamental wave,

its higher harmonic phase locked components, the free wave, the

reflected waves and the return flow. When this program is completed

the measured records should give a reasonable estimate of the actual

kinematics. The equations for the Fourier Transform and those used

to correct the velocity signal for the Marsh McBirney and Rockland

transfer functions are summarized in the Appendix (section 7.3).

The measured velocities were compared with those computed by the

stream function and return current theories by program SFKIN. A flow

chart for SFKIN is shown in Figure 3.3.2. The comparison is carried

out on each wave one after another. Errors are computed between the

maximum positive and negative values of the measured and theoretical

velocities. The maximum velocity error was computed by
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tart

Input:
filtered binary data from program

KIN, wave period, flag to reference
the zero uperossing of the first

wave, current meter probe depths,
No. of channels, If of points per period,
meter arrangement No., theoretical return

current, number of waves to process

Read in the entire data record
for each channel

Perform a do ioop for each
wave to be processed.

Isolate one wave period of
the measured velocities so
that the wave is centered
at the water surface peak

Record the maximum positive and
negative measured velocities
along with the wave height.

Call COEFXN which computes the stream
function coefficients from the wave

period, wave height, and water depth.

Next page

Figure 3.3.2 Flow Chart for Program SFKIN.



Perform a do ioop for
each current meter

Call FORCE which compute the
stream function kinematics
at the current meter depth
using the stream function

coefficients

Determine the maximum positive
and negative values of the
stream function velocities

Compute the error between
the maximum measured and

stream function velocities

Plot the stream function and
measured velocity for visual

comparison

Compute the RNSE between the
measured and stream function
velocities over the wave period

YES
More meters to process?

NO

Write results for this wave
to a text file for a permanent

record

Next page

Figure 3.3.2 (Continued)
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function wave profiles
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More waves to process?
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Compute the mean and standard
deviation of the maximum
velocities and errors over
each of the waves. Write
this information to the

text file.

Sto

Figure 3.3.2 (Continued)
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(3.3.1)

where is the maximum measured velocity, S1 is the maximum stream

function velocity, and E is the error. Note that 11 and S can

represent either horizontal or vertical velocities.

The stream function kinematics were computed with a package of

subroutines written by Dr. R. T. lludspeth (OSU). Subroutine COEFXN

computed the stream function coefficients, the wave length, the

stream function along the water surface, and the theoretical water

surface profile. Subroutine FORCE computes the water velocities from

the results of COEFXN. Subroutine FORCE added the theoretical return

current to the stream function horizontal velocities.

3.3.2 Calibration Tests

For each meter axis the calibration coefficient, 1/J, was cotu-

puted from the pendulum calibration amplitude attenuation results.

The line for 1/J was then plotted over the tow data for an independ-

ent check.

Three programs were needed to determine the phase shift and

amplitude attenuation caused by the current meter electronics during

the pendulum calibration measurements. As with the wave measure-

ments, the profiler records had to be corrected for dropouts by using

FIXDTA.

Some of the runs were not digitized at the correct frequency.

When a sinusoidal signal is digitized at other than a multiple its

fundamental frequency, the spectral energy at each harmonic will leak
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into its neighboring values [Brigham (1975)1. This problem was cor-

rected by recalculating the digitized points at a multiple of the

pendulum motion's fundamental frequency. A program called FDATAR was

used to perform this correction. The program was written by David

Standley and details are summarized in the Appendix (section 7.4).

After correction by FIXDTA and FDATAR each run was analyzed by

program PKIN to determine the phase lag and amplitude attenuation

caused by the current meter. First, the profiler and current meter

signals were multiplied by their calibration coefficients. The pro-

filer signal was then differentiated in the frequency domain

[Appendix (section 7.5)1 to determine the actual probe speed.

Finally, a cross spectral analysis between the actual probe speed and

the water velocity measurement was performed. This analysis was only

performed for the fundamental harmonic since the pendulum motion was

nearly sinusoidal. A flow chart of PKIN is shown in Figure 3.3.3.

The measured phase shift (a) and amplitude attenuation (A) are

defined in Figure 3.3.4.

The phase and amplitude attenuation results computed by PKIN

were analyzed to determine the time constant (t) and calibration

coefficient (1/J). The theoretical amplitude attenuation (Equation

2.3.8) was fitted to the measurements by selecting T and 1/J which

minimized the root mean square error (RMSE). The time constant and

calibration coefficient were incremented over a specified range and a

table of RMSE vs. T and i/J was scanned for Lhe minimum error. The

RNSE for the amplitude attenuation was computed by
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Compute the phase shift and
amplitude attenuation using
Equations 7.5.6 and 7.5.5,

repectively

top

Figure 3.3.3 (Continued)
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Figure 3.3.4 Definition Sketch of the Phase Shift and Amplitude
Attenuation Caused by the Marsh McBirney Current Meter.
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(3.3.3)

where AAT is the theoretical aitiplitude attenuation, and N is the num-

ber of data points used. The time constant was determined from the

phase shift by minimizing the RMSE between Equation 2.3.9 and the

measurements.

From the wave data it was possible to determine t using a RMSE

method identical to that used for the pendulum calibration. The pro-

filer signal was assumed to be exactly in phase with the water sur-

face elevation. This assumption is reasonable due to the information

provided in the next paragraph. In accordance with Airy theory the

first harmonics of the horizontal and vertical velocity were assumed

to lead the first harmonic of the water surface elevation by zero and

90 degrees, respectively. The velocity signals were corrected for

the phase shifts due to the Rockland filter and the 4 mcli offset

between the M34 and M35 and the profiler. The difference between the

measured phase shifts and those predicted by Airy theory should be

due to the current meter electronics. These phase differences were

then used in a RMSE analysis identical to that used for the pendulum

calibration to determine r.

The profiler is a high frequency instrument and produces a maxi-

mum possible phase shift of only 2.5 degrees. This is due to the

time delay in the instruments counter that holds the signal for one

cycle of the profiler operating frequency (60 Hz.). The largest fre-

quency response of the meter due to a filtering operation is caused
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by a single pole filter with a time constant of .22 mull seconds.

Substituting the maximum retained wave frequency (2 Hz.) and the time

constant into Equations 2.3.9 and 2.3.8, yield the phase la and

amplitude attenuation which are .003 degrees and 1.000. Thus, the

profiler measurement gives the true phase within 2.5 degrees and the

actual displacement of the physical surface (except where dropouts

have occurred).
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4.0 RESULTS

This chapter presents the results of the measurements.

4.1 Kinematics

The range of wave conditions in the 0HHiRL for this study are

shown in Figure 4.1.1.

Figures 4.1.2 through 4.1.10 are examples of the water surface

profiler and M480Y meter records at successive stages during the data

processing with programs FIXDTA and KIN (section 3.3.1). The pro-

filer run #2, which is a 2.5 sec 3.45 ft wave, was selected because

the spectral content is simple, the signal is large, the example of

"dropouts is particularly severe, and the following filtering gave

the usual excellent results. The M480Y horizontal current meter

measurement run #2 was used because it has more high frequency noise

than any of the other meters, which is a good example of the filter-

ing results.

Figures 4.1.2 and 4.1.3 show the profiler before and after

removal of the dropouts using program FIXDTA. Figures 4.1.3 and

4.1.4 show the profiler and current meter signals after the wave data

and zero measurements have been merged in program KIN (see section

3.2.1). Figures 4.1.5 and 4.1.6 show the signals after being con-

verted to a ±5 volt scale and multiplied by their calibration coeffi-

cients. Note that it is often difficult (trial and error) to make

sure there is sufficient range in bits to record the detail shown in

Figure 4.1.6.
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The raw one-sided amplitude spectra from the Fast Fourier Trans-

form (FFT) routine are shown in Figures 4.1.7 and 4.1.8. Although

the mean value of each signal may be a finite amount, it is not shown

in Figures 4.1.7 and 4.1.8. The absence of the second harmonic in

the M480Y spectrum may be due to a rapid attenuation of the higher

harmonic amplitudes with depth. There is also a small amount of sig-

nal leakage due to the sample not being exactly 8 wave periods long.

The signals are then filtered (as described in section 3.3.1)

and inverse Fast Fourier transformed back to the time domain. The

resulting time series are shown

velocity record shows much more

the profiler record. An invest

ability occurs when the leakage

plied by the Marsh Mcflirney and

Low frequency noise can be

in Figures 4.1.9 and 4.1.10. The

variability from wave to wave than

igation showed that some of this van-

and noise (below 2.1 Hz.) is multi-

Rockland transfer functions.

seen in Figures 4.1.9 and 4.1.10

which indicates the presence of a small wave with a phase speed which

is slightly different from that of the fundamental harmonic. This

may be the free wave which was theoretically and expeniwenLally shown

to exist by Kim (1984).

The cosine response correction (section 3.1.3) caused negligible

change in the maximum measured velocities and will not be shown

here. However, if the velocity records are used over the entire wave

period the cosine response should be corrected with Equation 3.1.1.

Figure 4.1.11 shows the water surface profile as the wave form

builds up from the still water to a nearly constant wave height. The

wave prior to the waves of constant height usually has a slightly
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higher peak than the subsequent waves. Eight waves of constant

height after the passage of the highest peak were used for the data

analysis.

Figures 4.1.12 and 4.1.13 show the water surface elevation and

its spectrum for the largest 46 and 6.0 second waves. Comparison

with Figures 4.1.5 and 4.1.7 will provide some feeling for the shape

and spectral content of the waves made in the 0HffliRL flume. Note the

large increase in the second harmonic as the wave period increases

from 4.6 to 6 seconds.

Figures 4.1.14 through 4.1.19 show some of the velocity signal

problems encountered. When any of these problems occured the meas-

urements were not used. Out of 525 velocity measurements which were

processed only 48 (9%) had to be thrown out because of these prob-

lems. Figure 4.1.14 and 4.1.15 show the two types of problems

encountered with zero measurements. Figure 4.1.14 shows a voltage

jump between the zero and wave measurement while 4.1.15 shows a

drifting zero which includes a great deal of noise. Figures 4.1.16

and 4.1.17 show the problems that plagued the 1435K and H115Y signals

during runs 38 through 42. The M35X axis obviously ran off the edge

of the scale while the MII5Y did not respond at all. Some or the

signals have a voltage jump in them as shown in Figure 4.1.18. The

14115Y signal showed an increasing amount of noise during runs 78

through 87. There is a tremendous increase in the 11115Y noise level

between figures 4.1.15 and 4.1.19, although one would expect a

decrease since the wave height of Figure 4.1.19 is larger.
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During meter arrangements #2 and #3 the MII5Y meter axis did not

function properly during 17 of the 50 runs. During some of the other

33 runs of meter arrangements #2 and #3 the MI15Y showed behavior

which was inconsistent with the other meters. For this reason the

MI15Y measurements from these 33 runs will be marked as questionable

results. For the 2.5 second waves of meter arrangement 1/3, the M34X

axis showed unreasonable results when compared to all the other

meters. These M34X measurements will also be marked as questionable

results. Of the 525 measurements only 38 (7%) were marked as ques-

tionable. Thus, 439 out of 525 velocity measurements (b4%) are reli-

able.

Except for these few problems the current meters performed

extremely well. All the meters except the M480 gave signals with

little background high frequency noise. A good signal is shown in

Figure 4.1.20 which was made during the largest 6 second wave of

meter arrangement #1 with the M1I5Y meter axis. Note the well

behaved zero measurement and the absence of noise or drift in the

water velocity measurement. In contrast to Figure 4.1.6, note the

presence of the higher harmonics in Figure 4.1.20. The higher har-

monics are present since the longer waves do not attenuate with depth

as fast as the short waves. The H115, tL35 and M34 signals are all of

this quality except where noted above. The signal to noise ratio

decreases as the wave height gets small which is shown in Figure

4.1.21.

In 1982 Nath measured the beach reflections in the OHHWRL wave

flume with the same beach configuration used in this study. lie found
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that the reflection coefficient ranged from 5% to 10% as the wave

period increased from 2.5 to 6 seconds. The reflection coefficient

is the ratio of the incident wave height to the reflected wave

height. His results showed the reflection coefficient was probably

not dependent on the incident wave height, although he did not have a

large data set.

The reflected wave travels with the same phase speed and in the

opposite direction as the incident wave. The maximum change in the

measured velocity due to a reflected wave is within ± the reflection

coefficient. For a given wave condition the amount of the velocity

change is periodic over the longitudinal flume direction with the

wave length. The phase of the reflected to the incident wave has not

been measured in the OHHWRL flume. Since the phase is unknown only

the range of the velocity change can be specified.

In section 4.1.1 and 4.1.2, the water particle velocity profiles

over depth are shown under the water surface peak, trough, zero up

crossing, and zero down crossing. The reflected waves will change

the measured velocities any where between ±5% and ±10% depending on

the wave period and the phase of the reflection. However for u, the

horizontal velocity is averaged over an integer number of wave

periods, therefore the reflections will have no influence.

4.1.1 Comparison With Previous Work

Jensen (1978) and Kobune (1978) obtained velocity measurements

for a limited number of wave conditions at the OHHWRL. Each measured

the horizontal and vertical velocity at several vertical locations in

a 2.5 sec, 3.6 foot high wave. Their measurements are compared with
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the results of runs 2, 42, and 67 from this study. Jensen measured

the velocity with a propellor meter, while Kobune used both a propel-

br meter and a hot film anemometer. They each used a water depth of

11.0 feet. Jensen mOunted the propelbor meter in the center of the

tank 140 ft. from the wave board. Kobune mounted the hot film

anemometer 1.4 ft. from the east wall and the propellor meter 1.6 ft.

from the west wall. Kobune did not mention how far from the wave-

board he mounted the meters although they were close to the location

used by Jensen. Each of Kobune's meters were on opposite sides of

the tank from one another. Each used the same Nover Nixon Model 403

Streamfbo propelbor probe with a 5 blade .47 inch propellor. Kobune

used a TSI hot film probe which has an orthogonal pair of cylindrical

quartz coated hot film sensors. The sensors are .006 inches in

diameter, .08 inches long, and are separated by .04 inches.

Figures 4.1.22 and 4.1.23 show the horizontal and vertical

velocity profiles of the maximum measured water velocities from one

wave. The depth coordinate (z) is nondimensionalized by the water

depth. The velocities are nondimensionalized by e 1W/jill. The

theoretical curve was computed from Dean's seventh order stream func-

tion theory. In Figure 4.1.22 Kim's return current theory was added

to the theoretical horizontal velocity profiles. The return flow was

13.6% of the stream function horizontal velocity computed at

z/h = -.33. The measured wave heights are provided in the legends.

The top of the plots correspond to the level of the theoretical water

surface peak while the dotted horizontal line is at the level of the

theoretical trough. The theoretical return flow was assumed to be
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constant over the wave period and to extend from the water surface to

the bottom of the flume. Thus, the theoretical return flow discharge

is larger under the wave crest than it is under the wave trough.

Although this may not be an elegant mathematical approach the agree-

ment between Jensen's measurements and the theoretical profile is

very close right up to the tip of the wave crest. Despite the

scatter in these figures, the agreement between the theory and each

of the investigators measurements is very encouraging.

4.1.2 Conparison With Stream Function Theory

The lileasured velocities are plotted with Dean's seventh order

stream function and Kim's return current theories in Figures 4.1.24

through 4.1.48. There is one figure for each of tile twenty five wave

conditions. These are plotted in the same fashion as Figures 4.1.22

and 4.1.23 except that the measurements are the average for seven

waves. The velocities are nondimensionalized by v'h/g/hl. This

allows one to see how the theory and measurements compare when each

velocity component is at its maximum value. The symbols differenti-

ate between the meter arrangement numbers and the horizontal location

of each meter as summarized in Table 4.1.1. A symbol is plotted in a

vertical direction for the peak and zero-up crossing velocities while

it is rotated 180 degrees for the trough and zero-down crossing

velocity. The wave heights and the theoretical return current are

shown in the legends.

In general, the agreement between the ueasured and predicted

maximum velocities in Figures 4.1.24 through 4.1.48 is good, although

there are some errors exceeding 30%. The errors (defined in section
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Table 4.1.1 Meaning of legends for the symbols and wave heights in
Figures 4.1.24 through 4.1.48

Symbols

**** First descriptor: meter arrangement number (1,2, or 3)

**** Second descriptor: meter location

E - east side of the tank meter arrangement
numbers 1 and 2

W - west side of the tank only

N - north most location meter arrangement
number 3 only

S - south most location

** Third descriptor : location in wave form

P - at the wave peak for horizontal
velocity only

T - at the wave trough

U - zero up crossing of water surface for
vertical

D - zero down crossing of water surface velocity
only

Example: IWP meter arrangement number 1
west side of the tank
near the wave peak

3NU meter arrangement number 3
160 feet north of the wave board
zero-up crossing of the water surface

Wave Heights

MA - means meter arrangement number

Either N-north or S-south was added to MA3
to indicate the location.

Nondimensionaljzed Velocities

**** Uc and W are the nondimensional horizontal and
vertical water velocities where c IW/jI
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Figure 4.1.30 Maximum Florizontal (a) and Vertical (b) Velocity
Profiles for T/g/h = 6.19 and H/h .21.
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Figure 4.1.31 Maximum Horizontal (a) and Vertical (b) Velocity
Profiles for T/g/h 6.19 and H/h .27.
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Profiles for T/g/h = 6.19 and H/h .33.
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Figure 4.1.33 Maximum Horizontal (a) and Vertical (b) Velocity
Profiles for T/g/h = 6.19 and H/h .39.
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Figure 4.1.34 Maximum Horizontal (a) and Vertical (b) Velocity
Profiles for T/g/h = 7.69 and H/h .12.
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Figure 4.1.35 Maximum Horizontal (a) and Vertical (b) Velocity
Profiles for T/g/h = 7.69 and H/h .19.
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Figure 4.1.36 Maximum Horizontal (a) and Vertical (b) Velocity
Profiles for T/g/h = 7.69 and H/h .25.
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Figure 4.1.37 Maximum Horizontal (a) and Vertical (b) Velocity
Profiles for Tlg/h = 7.69 and Il/h .32.
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Profiles for Tlg/h = 7.69 and H/h .36.
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Figure 4.1.39 Maximum Horizontal (a) and Vertical (b) Velocity
Profiles for T/g/h = 8.86 and H/h .10.
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Figure 4.1.40 Maximum Horizontal (a) and Vertical (b) Velocity
Profiles for TI7ii = 8.86 and H/h .19.
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Figure 4.1.41 Maximum Horizontal (a) and Vertical (b) Velocity
Profiles for T/g/h = 8.86 and H/h .23.
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Figure 4.1.42 Maximum Horizontal (a) and Vertical (b) Velocity
Profiles for T/g/h = 8.86 and H/h .28.
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Profiles for T/g/h 8.86 and H/h .31.
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3.3.1) between the measured and predicted horizontal velocities shown

in Figures 4.1.24 through 4.1.48 are summarized in Tables 4.1.2

through 4.1.4. The mean and standard deviation of the errors were

computed over the wave conditions for each meter axis. Note the

nearly constant standard deviation for each axis except the MII5Y

during runs 38 through 62. All the errors above 40% are frora signals

whose reliability is questionable. The maximum error (-56%) occured

for the H34X meter axis during run number '7. A negative error means

the theory predicted a larger velocity magnitude than the measure-

ment. Figures 4.1.24 through 4.1.28 show that the M34X signal

progresses with increasing wave height toward the 56% error. Since

all the other meters are close in agreement, the h34X results for

runs 63 through 67 are marked as questionable. The HII5Y raeter axis

recorded the next highest errors of -52, -49, and -42% under the wave

peak during run numbers 62, 56, and 51, respectively. Twelve of the

17 errors over -30% occurred for the M480 and M115 meters during the

5.3 second waves of meter arrangement numbers 1 and 2. Only six

errors over +20% were measured of which the largest was 26%. These

were limited to the M34 and M35 meters during the 2.5 and 3.7 second

waves of meter arrangement numbers 1 and 2. Note the excellent

agreement between the M480Y and M1I5Y meter results from meter

arrangement #1 when they were on opposite sides of the flume from one

another at the same depth.

The mean and standard deviation of the errors in Tables 4.1.2

through 4.1.4 were computed over all the meters for each wave condi-

tion and are shown in Table 4.1.5. There are no definite trends with
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Table 4.1.2 Errors Between the Measured and Theoretical
Horizontal Velocity for Meter Arrangement Number 1

Errors (percent)

Peaks Troughs

Run # M35 M115 M480 M35 M115 M480

23 17 -3 -8 19 -3 -26
1 13 -6 -13 26 -3 -17

24 11 -6 -17 9 1 -10
25 1 -13 -33 12 2 -17

2 -3 -9 -16 5 -11 -26

27 5 -9 -6 7 0 -9

28 5 -10 -6 7 4 -1

4 2 -3 3 6 -14 -22

29 -4 -17 -17 1 -9 -12
5 0 -24 -14 -2 -10 -16

30 -7 -29 -20 4 0 -3

31 -15 -29 -21 9 0 -1

6 -3 -21 -16 3 -5 -11

32 -2 -12 -13 -11 -13 -22
7 -15 -34 -34 -20 -33 -28

33 -3 -20 -14 -14 -31 -35
34 -4 -15 -12 -15 -32 -32
8 -6 -13 -7 -14 -26 -26

35 6 -7 -3 6 -8 -12
9 6 -6 -2 -1 -14 -16

36 4 -12 -4 -2 -17 -17
37 5 -10 -5 -4 -18 -17

10 -5 -17 -9 -13 -21 -24

mean 0 -14 -12 1 -11 -17
(St. dev.) (8) (9) (9) (11) (11) (9)

Since M34Y was dead no measurements are shown for this meter
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Table 4.1.3 Errors Between the Measured and Theoretical Horizontal
Velocity for Meter Arrangement Number 2

Errors (percent)

Peak Trough

Run 11 M35 M115 M34 M480 M35 M115 M34 M480

38 20 11 -7 20 **** 20 -29
39 6 -1 -2 7 6 -13
40 -12 -13 0 10 -6 -18
41 6 **** -4 -1 24 **** 2 -9
42 -2 **** -4 -3 5 **** -11

43 19 19' 22 6 12 1' 19 -30
44 6 0' 7 7 10 5' -1 -23
45 4 -11' 6 0 6 9' 5 -6
46 4 -9' 3 1 10 13' 16
47 7 -5' 3 -9 -4 -29' -1 -17

48 -14 25' -9 -29 9 -5' 10 -3
49 -5 -14' -5 -25 13 5' 4 -9
50 0 -20' -4 -20 9 17' 12 2

51 -9 -42' -18 **** 12 16' 13
52 -2 -33' -11 -22 6 12' 5

53 -3 -9 -6 -1 -6 -24
54 -22 -21' -9 -14 -7 -34' -25 -36
55 -6 -34' -6 -15 -16 -27' -8 -28
56 -8 -49' -4 -4 -9 -26' -7 -36
57 -1 -33' 4 0 -20 -17' -13 -22

58 8 -15' 8 -15 12 3' 10 -8
59 8 -8' 9 -2 8 1' 8 -6
60 8 **** 9 -2 4 **** -4 -19
61 2 -34' 4 -7 2 -12' 11 -14
62 0 -52' 2 -5 7 -18' 2 -14

mean 1 -21 -1 -7 5 5 2 17
(st. dev.) (10) (18) (9) (10) (10) (17) (11) (11)

**** M115Y gave a bad signal for runs 38-42, 53, and 60
**** M480 was between the wave trough and crest for these runs

These are questionable results
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Table 4.1.4 Errors Between the Measured and Theoretical Horizontal
Velocity for Meter Arrangement Number 3

Run # M35

Errors (percent)

Peak Trough

M34 M35 M3 4

63 7 -5' 1

64 1 -17' -7
65 9 -21' 6

66 4 -30' -6
67 11 -56'

68 -2 -11 10
69 -1 -7 0
70 5 0 -12
71 1 -8
72 6 5

73 -1 7 10
74 5 -1 2

75 2 1 -6
76 -5 -8
77 -5 -10

78 4 -6 3
79 12 4 3

80 10 -2 1

81 11 -2 -4 ****
82 9 6 1

83 -2 -7 -1
84 -10 -10 -4
85 -4 -6 -2
86 3 -3 -1
87 1 -5 6

mean 3 -3 0
(St. dev.) (6) (6) (6)

M35 was between the wave trough and crest for these runs

**** M34 was between the wave trough and crest for runs 63-87

These are questionable results
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Table 4.1.5 Mean and standard deviation
Tables 4.1.2 through 4.1.4.
computed over all the meter

of the errors in
The statistics were

axes for each wave condition

Errors (percent)

Peak Trough

Standard Standard
Run Nos. Mean Deviation Mean Deviation

23,38,63 4 11 0 21
1,39,64 -2 10 0 14
23,40,65 4 11 3 8
24,41,66 -6 13 1 14
2,42,67 -4 8 -8 12

43,68 7 14 3 22
44,69 2 6 -3 14
27,45,70 1 5 -1 8
28,46,71 -1 6 7 6
4,47,72 1 6 -9 11

29,48,73 -11 11 1 9
5,49,74 -9 11 -3 10
30,50,75 -10 12 2 6
31,51,76 -15 8 7 7

6,52,77 -11 8 0 7

32,53,78 -6 6 -10 10
7,54,79 -14 16 -21 14
33,55,80 -7 9 -19 13
34,56,81 -5 8 -17 14
8,57,82 -1 7 -17 10

35,58,83 -2 8 0 10
9,59,84 -1 8 -4 10
36,60,85 -1 7 -8 9
37,61,86 -1 6 -6 11
10,62,87 -5 6 -8 13
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wave height or period. However, a quick scan of the mean values

shows that 80% of the time the theory came within 15% of the maximum

peak and trough velocities. The mean errors above ten percent are

localized in the 4.6 and 5.3 second waves for the peaks and troughs,

respectively. Some of the scatter in the measurements and discrep-

ancy with the theory may be due to the beach reflections and the

variability in the measured return flow.

4.2 Return Current

Figure 4.2.1 shows the theoretical values of the return flow

(computed from Kim's fifth order theory) as a function of wave height

and wave period. Tables 4.2.1 through 4.2.3 show the measured and

theoretical return flow for all the wave runs performed for this

study.

Figure 4.2.2 shows the return flow results of Bullock and Short

(1985). They used a 130 ft. long, 4.1 ft. wide channel equipped with

a piston type wave-maker and a spending beach. The still water depth

was 3.3 ft. The velocity was measured at the center of the wave

channel in the test section which was 13.1 ft. toward the wave gen-

erator from the toe of the beach. They measured the water velocities

with a DISA type 556 Laser Doppler Anemometer. In Figure 4.2.2 u and

Rc are the measured and theoretical return flows, respectively. They

computed Rc from Longuet-Higgins (1953) conduction solution for mass

transport. The return flow error (u/R) is plotted as a function of

wave height (H/h) and the variance of the water surface elevation

(Sn/h). The symbols correspond to the meter depth and the wave

period. Their measurements were averaged over at least 209 wave
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Table 4.2.1 Measured and
Arrangement

Theoretical Return
Number 1

Flow for Meter

T H Rc M35 M115 M34 M480
Run # (sec) (ft) (fps) (fps) (fps) (fps) (fps)

23 2.5 1.04 -.03 -.04 -.04 .00
1 2.5 1.85 -.09 -.14 -.08 -.07
lÀ 2.5 1.91 -.09 -.08 -.08 **** -.06

24 2.5 2.42 -.15 -.16 -.14 -.18
25 2.5 2.98 -.22 -.29 -.25 -.27
2 2.5 3.45 -.29 -.37 -.20 -.21
2A 2.5 3.69 -.29 -.20 -.26 -.31

27 3.7 3.00 -.20 -.26 -.20 -.15
28 3.7 3.68 -.27 -.29 -.23 -.22
4 3.7 4.29 -.36 -.39 -.19 -.11
4A 3.7 4.44 -.39 -.37 -.24 -.28

29 4.6 1.42 -.04 -.05 -.03 -.03
5 4.6 2.15 -.09 -.05 -.05 -.02
5A 4.6 2.13 -.09 -.01 -.06 -.05

30 4.6 2.90 -.17 -.17 -.14 -.11
31 4.6 3.54 -.24 -.34 -.19 -.15
6 4.6 4.03 --.31 -.28 -.25 -.20
6A 4.6 3.89 -.29 -.31 -.29 -.25

32 5.3 1.17 -.03 .00 -.02 -.01
7 5.3 2.34 -.10 -.08 -.10 -.13
7A 5.3 2.48 -.10 -.04 -.10 -.16

33 5.3 2.72 -.14 -.11 -.13 -.12
34 5.3 3.16 -.19 -.18 -.16 -.17
8 5.3 3.52 -.24 -.20 -.19 **** -.17
8A 5.3 3.49 -.24 -.17 -.25 -.17

35 6.0 1.38 -.04 -.07 -.05 -.03
9 6.0 2.24 -.09 -.07 -.07 -.08
9A 6.0 2.29 -.09 -.12 -.10 -.12

36 6.0 2.42 -.11 -.13 -.12 -.11
37 6.0 2.65 -.13 -.15 -.14 -.13
10 6.0 3.04 -.16 -.16 -.15 -.09
1OA 6.0 3.05 -.16 -.12 -.15 -.09

Since M34Y was dead no return flow was measured at this meter
location
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Table 4.2.2 Measured and
Arrangement

Theoretical Return
Number 2

Flow for Meter

T H R M35 M115 M34 M480
Run # (sec) (ft) (fps) (fps) (fps) (fps) (fps)

38 2.5 1.01 -.03 -.04 -.05 -.01
39 2.5 1.82 -.09 -.12 -.11 -.08
40 2.5 2.42 -.15 -.19 **** -.17 -.06
41 2.5 2.94 -.22 -.32 -.26 -.14
42 2.5 3.47 -.29 -.33 -.25 -.20

43 3.7 1.13 -.03 -.01 .07' .00 .06
44 3.7 2.41 -.13 -.18 -.19' -.08 -.04
45 3.7 3.06 -.20 -.22 -.21' -.16 -.11
46 3.7 3.73 -.28 -.25 -.35' -.31
47 3.7 4.54 -.42 -.26 -.12' -.45 -.44

48 4.6 1.47 -.04 -.07 -.04' -.03 -.06
49 4.6 2.09 -.09 -.11 -.07' -.08 -.07
50 4.6 2.82 -.16 -.10 -.23' -.15 -.10
51 4.6 3.66 -.25 -.22 -.30' -.26
52 4.6 4.18 -.32 -.26 -.45' -.29

53 5.3 1.23 -.03 -.01 -.01 .00
54 5.3 2.42 -.10 -.22 -.05' -.05 -.07
55 5.3 2.81 -.15 -.11 -.15' -.16 -.17
56 5.3 3.15 -.19 -.25 -.32' -.23 -.10
57 5.3 3.59 -.24 -.16 -.39' -.12 -.16

58 6.0 1.40 -.04 -.04 -.11' -.06 -.08
59 6.0 2.17 -.09 -.11 -.19' -.11 -.10
60 6.0 2.38 -.11 -.09 -.08 -.08
61 6.0 2.61 -.12 -.15 -.29' -.18 -.14
62 6.0 2.87 -.15 -.21 -.36' -.18 -.15

**** M115Y gave a bad signal for runs 38-42, 53, and 60

**** M480 was between the wave trough and crest for these runs

These are questionable
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Table 4.2.3 Measured and Theoretical Return Flow for Meter
Arrangement Number 3

Run
#

T
(sec)

H
-(ft)

R
(fps)

M35
(fps)

M480
(fps)

H
(ft)

R
(fps)

M34
(fps)

M115
(fps)

63 2.5 1.02 -.03 -.01 -.02 1.07 -.03 **** -.04'
64 2.5 1.81 -.09 -.04 -.03 1.89 -.10 **** -.08'
65 2.5 2.48 -.16 -.05 -.09 2.22 -.13 **** -.18'
66 2.5 2.95 -.22 -.10 -.18 2.98 -.22 **** -.10'
67 2.5 3.45 -.29 **** -.08 3.62 -.30 **** -.16'

68 3.7 1.12 -.03 .00 -.01 1.18 -.03 **** -.03'
69 3.7 2.32 -.12 -.05 -.07 2.35 -.12 **** -.16'
70 3.7 3.18 -.21 -.05 -.16 3.10 -.21 **** -.17'
71 3.7 4.10 -.34 **** -.22 3.90 -.31 **** -.29'
72 3.7 4.56 -.42 **** -.28 4.36 -.38 **** -.35'

73 4.6 1.37 -.04 -.04 -.03 1.43 -.04 **** -.01'
74 4.6 2.07 -.09 -.06 -.12 2.22 -.09 **** -.02'
75 4.6 2.97 -.17 -.09 -.14 2.92 -.17 **** -.16'
76 4.6 3.74 -.26 **** -.19 3.57 -.24 **** -.29'
77 4.6 4.26 -.32 **** -.29 4.03 -.31 **** -33'

78 5.3 1.14 -.03 -.02 -.05 1.12 -.03
79 5.3 2.20 -.09 -.07 -.10 2.07 -.09 ****
80 5.3 2.69 -.14 -.10 -.12 2.60 -.13 **** ****
81 5.3 3.18 -.19 -.15 -.21 3.18 -.19 ****
82 5.3 3.59 -.24 -.22 -.25 3.34 -.26

83 6.0 1.54 -.05 -.04 -.05 1.54 -.05
84 6.0 2.62 -.12 -.10 -.12 2.51 -.11
85 6.0 2.79 -.15 -.11 -.15 2.72 -.13
86 6.0 2.61 -.16 -.12 -.19 2.93 -.16
87 6.0 3.25 -.19 -.16 -.17 3.22 -.19

**** M35 was between the wave trough and crest for these runs

1134 was between the wave trough and crest for runs 63-87

**** 11115 gave an unreliable signal due to a huge level of noise

These are questionable results
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periods for each run. Measurements were collected only after the

desired water surface variance was achieved. This was accomplished

by measuring the variance and adjusting the wave maker which usually

Look several attempts. Thus, the measurements were not collected

until several hundred wave periods had passed.

Since there is so much scatter in the measurements of the return

flow, the results are nondimensionalized by the theoretical predic

Lions as was done by Bullock and Short in Figure 4.2.2. Figures

4.2.3 through 4.2.12 show the return flow error for this study at OSU

as a function of wave height and wave period for each meter in a

single position. The mean and standard deviation are included in tlie

upper left hand corner of each plot. Figure 4.2.13 shows the error

for all the meters. The dashed line at u/R = 1.0 represents perfect

agreement between the theory and measurements, while a negative value

means the measured return flow is heading toward the beach.

The results plotted in Figure 4.2.13 were separated by wave

height into six data sets whose mean and standard deviations are

plotted in Figure 4.2.14. The values of R shown above each data

point were determined from Figure 4.2.1. The limit of the current

meter sensitivity is evident from the large standard deviation of the

return flow errors for H/h = .125. This would indicate the meters

begin to give reliable velocity measurements above approxiiiiately ±.05

fps. Figure 4.2.15 shows the statistics from all the data when it is

separated according to wave period. Note that the standard devia-

tions do not follow any trend with wave period as they did with the

wave height. The mean errors in Figure 4.2.14 show that Kim's theory
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performs the best for intermediate wave heights and overpredicts the

return flow for the larger and smaller waves. On the average, the

largest return flows were overpredicted by 18% with a standard devia-

tion of 29%.

Kim's theory gives reasonable estimates of the return flow as a

function of wave condition. Thus, if the measured return flows are

nondimensionalized by the theory they will be relatively independent

of wave condition.

The nondimensional return flows (u/R) were averaged over all

wave conditions and plotted in space In Figures 4.2.16, 4.2.17, and

4.2.18. Figure 4.2.16 shows no significant difference between the

two sides of the flume. The three meters at the same elevation shown

in Figure 4.2.17 show no large variations in the return flow with

longitudinal distance along the flume. The mean values shown in

Figures 4.2.16 and 4.2.17 are plotted in a vertical profile in Figure

4.2.18. The questionable meters have been marked. There is a trend

in u/R with depth. The theory overpredicts the measurements by up

to 40% at z/h -.15 while they are in agreement near z/h -.50.

Thus, the assumption of a constant return flow over depth may not be

valid according to this study.

One must keep in mind that the values plotted in Figures 4.2.16

through 4.2.18 are three times removed from the velocity time his-

tory. The velocity was averaged over 8 wave periods and then divided

by the theoretical return flow. These normalized return flows u/R

were then averaged over each wave condition (25 points).
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Figure 4.2.16 Mean and (Standard Deviation) of u/R at Each Meter
Location for Meter Arrangment Numbers 1 and 2.
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Figures 4.2.19 through 4.2.21 show the return flow for the mi-

tial (runs 1-10) and the delayed (runs lA-bA) runs. Alternate pairs

of points (i.e. I and LA) are blackened in to allow easy identiiica-

tion of those from the same run number. However, for some runs the

wave height changes slightly. This may be due to the reflections or

a slow progression toward a quasi steady state condition in the

flume. Finally, the combination of the results from Figures 4.2.19

through 4.2.21 are shown in Figure 4.2.22. Inspection of these

figures will show that no definite trends exist in the error between

the initial and delayed runs. Intuitively, one might expect the

scatter in the errors to reduce with time which is not what hap-

pened. The standard deviation between the initial and the delayed

runs for the M35 and M480 meters increased while that for the N115

meter stayed the same. As time increased the abreement between the

theory and the 11115 and M480 measurements increased while the agree-

ment with the M35 measurements decreased.

The measured results of this section should be free of any beach

reflections. Averaging over an integer number of wave cycles will

eliminate any periodic quantities due to the reflected waves. Any

mean flows due to the reflected waves will be an order of magnitude

less than those due to the primary wave.

4.3 Current Meter Calibrations

The resulting phase shift (defined in Figure 3.3.6) from the

pendulum test and the wave test showed unreliable results and con-

siderable scatter, respectively. Figure 4.3.1 shows the phase shift

measured for each meter axis during the pendulum test. The data from
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the H4BOX and Y meter axes are astonishing in that they imply the

current meter sensed changes in its excitation before it actually

happened at frequencies below .2 Hz. A significant etiort was

directed to find the cause of this phenomena with no success. Obser-

vation of the strip chart recorder showed that these positive phase

shifts were in the signal by the time it reached the interfacing of

the PDP-11 computer. Since this is physically impossible at the

fluid flow and pendulum oscillation stage of the model, some problem

existed in the current meter itself or in the cables linking the

meter to the computer. This problem is also visible in the reponse

of the M115X and Y, M34Y, and M35Y meter axes, although it is not to

the extent of the M480 meter.

Due to the astonishing phase shifts measured during the pendulum

test, the electronic test was scheduled with Dr. Wagner. His results

showed that when the frequency approached zero, the phase shifts

approached zero in agreement with the theory. His results also

showed excellent agreement between the time constants computed from

the phase shift and amplitude attenuation measurements.

Figures 4.3.2 through 4.3.4 show some of the scatter in the wave

test phases along with the best fit theoretical line through the

data. Figures 4.3.2 and 4.3.3 were chosen to snow horizontal and

vertical meter axes which gave a fairly consistent value of the time

constant between the electronic, pendulum, and wave frequency

response tests. Figure 4.3.4 shows the wild response of the M480X

for meter arrangement #3 which was one of the most inconsistent meter
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axes. A short investigation showed that the scatter was not corre-

lated with wave height.

Since the phase results of the pendulum test were unreliable,

those from the wave test had a great deal of scatter, and those from

the electronic test were incomplete, (M34X, hJL,Y, and M480Y were not

functioning) the phase was not used to determine the value of the

time constant (t). Thus, r was determined from the amplitude atten-

uation measured during the pendulum test.

Figures 4.3.5 through 4.3.12 show the pendulum test amplitude

attenuation data plotted with the best fit (see section 3.3.2,

Equation 3.3.3) theoretical curve. The electronic test results are

also plotted in these figures for the meter axes which were still

operating in June, 1986. Both t and the calibration coefficient

(lU) were determined from measured data for frequencies at or below

.4 Hz. The values of the calibration coefficient determined from the

pendulum test were then plotted with the tow test measurements in

Figures 4.3.13 through 4.3.20. This provided an independent check on

the method used to determine IJJ. Note that this method is atypical

since the calibration coefficients are usually computed from the tow

tests. The agreement between the data and theory in Figures 4.3.5

through 4.3.20 is excellent. This provides confidence in estimates

of the water particle velocity amplitude from the current meter meas-

urements.

The values of the calibration coefficient supplied by Marsh

McBirney Inc. and those determined in this study are summarized in

Table 4.3.1. The time constants determined from the various methods
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Figure 4.3.20 The M480Y Meter Axis Tow Test Data Plotted with the Calibration Coeflicient Computed trom
the Pendulum Test Amplitude Attenuation.
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Table 4.3.1 Calibration Coefficients for each meter axis

Meter axis

Calibration Coefficient

From the pendulum From the
amplitude attenuation manufacturer

(fps/voit) (fps/volt)

M34x 1.68 2.00
M34y 1.75 2.00

M35x 1.75 2.00
M35y 1.73 2.00

M115x 1.79 2.00
M115y 1.83 2.00

M480x 8.54 10.00
M480y 8.86 10.00
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used in this study are summarized in Table 4.3.2. The value recom-

mended by Marsh McBirney was .2 sec. for all the meter axes.
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Table 4.3.2 Values of the time constant computed from the wave test,
pendulum test amplitude attenuation (these values were
used to process the data), and the electronic test

Time Constant (sec)

Wave Test
Meter Arrangement Pendulum

amplitude
Meter axis #1 #2 #3 attenuation electronic

M34x .26 .25 .20
M34y *** .20

M35x .28 .18 .22 .21 .23
M35y .22 .23 .20 .22 .21

M115x .29 .29 .29 .29 .26
M115y .25 .26 .24 .26 .24

M480x .21 .18 .36 .20 .21
M480y .20 .19 .23 .23

M34y' died during meter arrangement #1 and M34 was between the
wave crest and trough for ever run during meter arrangement #3.
During the electronic tests N480y, M34x, and N34y were not
functioning.
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5.0 SUMNARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This study was motivated by a need to quantify the Eulerian

return flow in a closed wave flume as a function of space, time, and

the wave parameters. It was limited to velocity measurements at

twelve locations for 25 different wave conditions in periodic

progressing waves. The measured return flows were compared to a

model derived by Kim (1984) from Stokes fifth order wave theory which

is dependent only on the wave parameters.

5.1 Current Meters

The water velocity measurements used for this study should be

reliable estimates of the actual kinematics for several reasons.

Although there is some scatter, the trends between three independent

laboratory research efforts on wave kinematics, compared to theory,

seen in Figures 4.1.22 and 4.1.23, agree very well. Figure 4.3.5

through 4.3.20 show that the amplitude attenuation for the meters as

a function of frequency and the steady state response are closely

predicted by the respective mathematical models. Finally, the close

agreement between the theory and tow data in Figures 4.3.13 through

4.3.20 provide an independent check on the method used to determine

the calibration coetficients.

The calibrations of this study produced Lime constants and cali-

bration coefficients which differed considerably from those suggested

by the manufacturer. The calibration coefficients were from 9% to

18% smaller than the recommended values while the time constants were

from 0% to 45% higher. Thus, it is important to calibrate the meters
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in conditions which model, as closely as possible, the fluid veloci-

ties of the waves to be measured.

5.2 Kinematics

Although there was some variability, the maximum measured veloc-

ities agreed well with seventh order stream function and Kim's return

current theories superposed. The errors between the predicted and

measured velocities ranged from -36% to 26%, while 80% of these were

less than *15%. The errors did not follow any Lrends with the wave

period or the wave height. Some of the variability may be caused by

the wind, the free waves, the beach reflections, the current rnetet

noise, and the scatter in the measured return flow.

5.3 Return Flow

Kim's theory, which is independent of depth, predicted the

behavior of the measured return flow quite well as a function of all

the other variables. As a function of the wave parameters Kim's

theory followed the trends iii the measurements quite well as shown in

Figure 4.2.14 and 4.2.15. Figures 4.2.16 and 4.2.17 indicate that

the return flow is independent of the transverse and longitudinal

directions in the flume, while Figure 4.2.18 shows that it may be

dependent on the depth. Figures 4.2.16 through 4.2.18 show gross

averages which should be kept in mind while studying these results.

In Figure 4.2.18 the return flow was predicted by Kim's theory within

10% between 4.5 and 8 ft. below the still water surface, while it was

overpredicted by 40% 1.5 ft below the surface (depth 11.5 IL). The

measurements followed no definite trends as a function ot time. The
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measured return flows ranged from O+% to 26% of the maxiraum horizon

tal velocity. Since the velocity record was averaged over an integer

number of wave periods, the measured return flows should be free of

the beach reflections.

5.4 Major Conclusions

1. The return flow should be included in theoretical models for

wave fields in closed flumes if the waves are large enough to

cause significant return flows.

2. Neglecting the return flow can lead to velociLy errors of as

much as 2b% for the wave conditions in this study.

3. Although the velocity measurements had variability, Lhey fol-

lowed well the trends predicted by the seventh order stream

function theory and Kim's return current theory superposed.

4. The measured return flows followed well the trends predicted by

Kim's theory as a function of the wave parameters.

5. No dependence of the return flow with respect to the transverse

or longitudinal directions in the wave flume were found.

6. No trends in the return flow were found with respect to time.

7. The gross averaged measured data indicate the return flow is a

function of depth.

8. Electromagnetic current meters should be calibrated in condi

tions which closely model the experiment.
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5.5 Recommendations for Future Study

A mathematical predictor for (z) should be developed for

periodic waves. It is reasonable to expect u(z>O) to be positive and

to be properly related to the mass transport from the surface wave

motion. Thus, u at the wave crest should be zero and increase to a

maximum somewhere between the wave crest and the trough. For some

other value of z, will be zero, and it will become increasingly

negative with depth agreeing with the values measured in this work.

This theoretical vertical distribution should be compared to measure-

ments made with consistently reliable current meters (possibly pro-

pellor types, or hot-film anemometers), and possibly compared pro-

perly with lagrangian measurements of neutrally bouyant particles.

Some engineering model studies are made with random waves. The

question arises as to the character of u for a given sea stale.

Information on this topic would be of considerable value to Ocean

Engineering.
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7.0 APPENDICES

7.1 Steady State and Ramp Response of Marsh Mcbirney Current Meter

Equation 2.3.1 is a first order ordinary differential euaLiori

with constant coefficients which can be solved by using an integrat-

ing factor [Wylie and Barreti (1982)]. The equation is re-written in

the usual format as

dr 1 Ju
dt t T (7.1.1)

An integrating factor (p) is defined in terms of the coefficient of

the second term in the right hand side of Equation 7.1.1 as

[1 (1/r) dt]
t/T

(7.1.2)

where e is the base of the natural logarithm (2.732). Multiplying

Equation 7.1.1 through by the integrating factor gives

dr r Ju
Ii + = Ii (7.1.3)

Using the chain rule of differentiation Equation 7.1.3 can be written

as

d 3
(ri) jiu (7.1.4)

Integrating both sides of Equation 7.1.4 with respect to time yields

(rp)dn = f d (7.1.5)
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where n is a dummy variable of integration. The integrations must

reflect the initial condition and the functional form of u for time

greater than zero.

The step function can be quantified with the initial condition r

= u = 0 for t 0 and the excitation u = u0 tot t > 0. Integrating

Equation 7.1.5 subject to these conditions yields

J nit trp =- [t(ue H0
T

(7.1.6)

Carry out the limits of integration and divide through by i to get

the solution for the unknown voltage r

-t/trJu [1-c
0 (7.1.7)

Equation 7.1.1 can be solved for the ramp response by integrat-

ing Equation 7.1.5 subject to the initial condition u = r 0 for

t = 0 and the excitation u = at for t > 0. Substituting u at

into Equation 7.1.5 yields

(rn)
tdn I pandn

t ' c
0 0

(7. 1.3)

Integrating and applying the initial condition results in

Ja
C fl/i tre [te (n-i)] (7.1.9)

Evaluating the right hand side at the limits of integration and

dividing through by the exponential gives

-t /1rJa [ie +t- (7.1.10)
c
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which is the sum of a straight line and a transient which decays at a

rate proportional to lIT.
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7.2 Jim Wagner's Electronic Calibration Report

H-RSH-McIRME( CURRENT METER TEST

James Waaner. Research Assocatc

Collece a-F Dc noraphy, Ore. n State University

(t4estern i,veriue 221A'

Crvallis, Or ?'331

(5'33) 754-22139

June 234 193

PURPOSE:
Previous frequency response me 'rements of four

Marsh-McBirriey current meters had produced results which
were either not reasonable or raised questions about
either the measurement procedure or the function crf the
i nstrumen ta. Th purpose of this series of tests was to
atternot to resolve the questions raised by the earlier
ef for ts.

METHOD:
n entirely ele.troni: test procedure was devised for

the purpose o-f ascertainin the performance of the current
meters, theme!ves. The rational for this approach wasthe desire to separate the performance ot the current
meters -From the performance of the mechanical apparatus
which was previously used.

The procedure adooted wa to mimic the electrical
sinals sensed b the current meter in actual operation.
To unoerstand ho'4 this is done i t is necessary to
recoQnize the iundamental physical principles behind the
current ;ensinQ which are used in this current meter. Thecurrent meter sensor contains a selenoidal coil e,cited byan (soprox imately) suaretave current at a -Frequency of 313
Hz. 8y Lenzs. Law, a conductor c-F length L moving at avelocity V in a magnetic field B wiH generate a vol tacgiven by

E = -'YL (equation 1).

if , 0, andL are mutually perpendicular, then this
equation reduces to

E = B*VL (equation 2).
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l'lote that any time-rate-of-chanoe in B directly translates
into a time-rate-o-f-hange in E. Equation (2) suggests
that the proper simulation of voltages sensed by the
current meter electrode; is obtained by using a vol taoe
proportional to B and multiplying it by a vol tage which
represents the desired current (including time variation>.

The logical process just described can be implemented
electronicly since there are multiplying devices
available. A block diagram of such an implementation is
shown in Figure 1.

cLEro x

4-c.
-4..

FIGURE 1 Current Meter Test Block Diagram

The preceeding figure showS obtaining vol tage (coil
drive which is proportional to the m netic field. It is
reduced in amplitude consistent with input soecifications
for the mul tipi icr. The second mul tipI icr input is driven
by a .'oltage which represent; the desired current (current
input). The multiplier output is further reduced in
ampi i tude to a le.iel consistent with the expected sensor
value; (sensor drive:'. A complete circuit dia.ram is
attached to this report a; ppendix I.

s a prel imin.ar test after the assembly of the test
fture. a simple comparison between fixture output
ampl i tude and meter indication was made. The table below
show; this comparison for ore current meter (Model 711.

1 3 1. '( a iS)

N+e +t+ /r 131 ±L-e I'l US vvlc4ee.
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Meter ReadinQ
.5 t,'s

7.5 f,.s

5.0 f/s
2.5 f/s

Input Amp) i tude
1.5 mu ppk
8.4 mu ppk
8.26 mu ppk
8.12 mv ppk

Table 1, InputOutput Comparison (meter' s/n 131)

Accurate input amp) I tudes were di-fFicul t to measure
because of the low amp) itude; involved and the hh level
of superimposed radio transmitter sional (from a nearby
A.t'l. radio station). The current meter appears to reject
this potential interferance very well, however.

Frequen.:y response characteristic; can be determined
usiro either a timedomain or freluencydomain
measurements. Because the preceeding meaurement; were
made usino a nearly sinusoidal current frequencydomain).
that method was used for maximum comparison efficiency.

Response measurements were made in the fo)lowin
manner. A timevarying current input for the multiplier
was er-ersted usiro a "Function Generator. AH portion;
of the simulator circuit between the current input ard the
sensor drive are direct coupled so it is assumed (and
veritied by spot measurement) that there is no pha; shift
between the current input and the sensor drive. Thus, the
reference phase and amp) i tude can be taken a; the current
input to the multiplier. This aimplifies measurement
substantiafly since the sensor drive amplitude is so low
and since the measurement there would have to be of an
amP 1 i tude enue 1 ooe. 'rhe sensor dr i ye is app I I ed to the
sensor electrodes. One electrode is "orounded" to the
electrode at. the tip f the sensor probe while the drive
is connected to the electrode diametricafly opoosite to
the rounded one. Connection to the electrodes is via
wires with "solder balls' on their ends. The wires are
held in place on the probe with rubber band;. The
response which is compared to the reference is the
partially processed current output which is available from
the current meter. This output has a 10 ft/sec fiji) scale
independent of the meter sensi tivi ty. The response time
constant do depend, however, on the time constant
se I e.: ted by the pane I swi tch. Phase was measured by
di.splay;n both the current input and meter response on a
DC coupled ;toraoe oscilloscope. Measurino the time delay
of the response relative to to reference then
propertionino that to one period (3.O de'rees) determine;
the phase lao. Resolution is about 3.6 degrees at low
frequencies an decreases as amp) i tude drop; with
i ncreas.i no frequency.
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RESULTS:
The data as recorded is included in Appendix II.

Since phase lag o-f the current meter response was a major
concern, that has been plotted in the following grphs.
Logarithmic frequency scales are used for ease of data
presentation since at least two decades of frequency span
are encompassed. The first graph ;how; amplitude and
phase lag again's normalized frequency to allow simple
comparison; with the following oraphs.

Table 2 present; estimated time constants a;
ascertained from the data of Appendix It and compares that
to the step response measurement; of Appendix III.

Three channels (#34 X&Y, #480 Y) were not
functioning. The problem with instrument #480 is in the
electronics. The problem with ore channel (Y) of
instrument #34 1; no connection between electrode and
ampl if ier. The other channel of insturment #34 is very
noisy.

The method of connecting to probe electrodes as
described earl ier worked well for all units except s/n
480. The electrodes on that sensor protrude significantly
from the probe and it is difficult to estabi i;h rel iable
contact.

s,n T Fp Tp=I.'(2-iT*Fp1
131 X 0.13 1.65Hz 0.0963

0.23 8.60Hz 0.26 3
1 S 0.165Hz 0.97 3

131 'i 8.13 1.85Hz 0.0863
0.23 8.64Hz 0.24 S
1 S U.loSH: 0.97 S

s :x 0.18 1.425Hz 0.11 3
8.23 0.69 Hz 0.23 S
0.35 0.47 Hz 0.34 5
1 5 0.163Hz 0.98 3

450 X 0.23 0.75 Hz 0.21 S
1 3 0.172Hz 0.92 S55 - -

T=rime Constant Switch Setting
FpPole Fequency from Log(arnp'l ratio) plot
TpComputed Time Constant

TA8LE 2. Measured Time Constants
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CONCLUS I ONs
,lnstrument l;1) Both axe; ;hO'A' very similar

performance. In all cases, the frequency at which phase
lao equal; 45 deoree; is sl i ghtIy lower than the frequency
at which the loo(ampl ratio) value is 3. This tends to
ndi cate a second real pole at a hi oher frequency. Not ice

from the first or reference) orach that at onetenth of
the pole frequenc, phase lao is about o decree; while the
1 co amol I tude val tj s ver' near zero. The presence cf a
second hi oher frequenc.' pci e can al sc be n-erred b>- the
oerier-al shape cf trte pra;e 1 so curves a; the;v aperoach 9lI
deqrees. If only one pole is present. these curves should
b asymptotic to ?U deoree;. Most of the curves. hou''ever,
approach 9 deor'ees more ;teel y thin the reference curve
in the fir;t oraph. Thus, there is a hint that the
ultimate phase la will be hiciher than 9t deoree;.

,t the low frequency end, all curves appear to be
a;ymptoic to zero deqrees lao. The function oenerator
used to erer-ate the current simulation would only operate
rd ably to i.1H: so that Jaroe time constants could not
be tested to a ;m1 1 enouoh phase lao to verify this in
all cases, however. There is never an>' indication,
thouoh, of neative phase laos at low frequencies.

(Instrument 3) This instrument was fairly noisy on
both charnel;. Noise did decrease at laroer time constant;ettins. There was oenerally closer areement between
the 45 deoree phase 1a frequency and the 3 Loo'.amp'l
ratio) frequency than with the previous instrument. Thi;
sugoest; that the second pole, if an>', is at a hioher
frequency in this instrument. Conclusion; concernino low
frequency operation are the same as the preceedino
instrument.

(Instrument 4:3i)) Only one channel operated on this
instrument. Measurement was somewhat more difficult
because of the laroer time constant; provided.
Corrclusior,s are the same as for the preceedino
instrument;.
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7.3 Signal Filtering

This section provides a brief summary of Fourier analysis for

discrete time series of a finite length. Then the equations are

developed which were used to correct the velocity measurements for

the phase shift and amplitude attenuation caused by the Marsh

McBirney and Rockland filters.

Fourier Analysis

If r(t) is a velocity measurement (which is a voltage for the

Marsh McBirney current meter) taken over a finite number of digitized

points, it can be expressed as a sum of sines and cosines by

N-i
r(t) = a + {a cos(2wf t) b sin(2jrf t)} (7.3.1)0 fl fl fl fln= 1

where a0 is the signal mean over the record interval, N is the number

of discrete points in the time series, and a and b are the harmonic

amplitudes at each frequency f. When r(t) is measured at an even

number of points its discrete Fourier transform, R(f), is given by

N-i
R(f) = r(t) exp(_j2irft) , n = O,1,...,N-1 (7.3.2)

i=O

The discrete inverse Fourier transform can be expressed as

N-i
r(t ) = R(f ) exp(j2irf t ) , m = O,i,...,N1 (7.3.3)in n ii mn=O

where j = (_1)I2 and the subscripts in and n reference discrete

values of time and frequency, respectively. Although the equations

used for the fast Fourier transform algorithm are different from

Equations 7.3.2 and 7.3.3 each method provides the same result.



The Fourier transform [R(f)] is complex and can be written as

R(f ) = R (f ) + j R (f )n r n I n
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(7.3.4)

where Rr and R1 are the real and imaginary components of R, respec-

tively. In polar notation R(f) can be written as

R(f ) = R(f )exp(jO (f ))n n Rn (7.3.5)

where lR(f)l and 8R(ffl) are the amplitude and phase angle of

respectively. The amplitude and phase angle of R(f) in terms of its

real and imaginary components are

= [(R(f))2 (R1(f))2}I2
(7.3.6)

R.(f )
0 (f ) = Tan'R n {R'f)J

r n
(7.3.7)

Substituting Equations 7.3.7 and 7.3.6 into 7.3.5 and plugging that

result into 7.3.3 one can show

a0 = Rr(0) a = Rr(fn), and b = R1(f) (7.3.8)

which shows that for each harmonic the amplitude of the cosine and

sine are given by the real and imaginary components of the Fourier

transform, respectively.

The phase shift and amplitude attenuation caused by the Marsh

McBirney current meter and the Rockland filter were removed in the

frequency domain. The Fourier transform of the velocity measurement

was divided at each frequency by both of the transfer functions. The

noise was removed by setting all harmonics above the desired cut off



frequency to zero. Expressions for the current meter and Rockland

filter transfer functions follow.

Marsh McBirney Transfer Function

The current meter transfer function, 11M' is included in
Equation 2.3.7 and given by

M I + j2itfT
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(7.3.9)

where the angular frequency w has been replaced by 2ir times the

cyclic frequency, f. The amplitude, IFIM(f)I, and phase, G114(f), of

the transfer function are

= [1 + (2,rfT)21"2

0HM
Tan1 (-2nfr)

(7.3. 10)

(7.3.11)

The transfer function (H1) can be expressed in real and imagi

nary components as

= HMr(f) + jll11(f) (7.3. 12)

where HMj and 11Mr are the imaginary and real components of

If the velocity measurement, r(t), only needed to be corrected

for the Marsh McBirney filter, the process could be modelled as

R(f) = U(f) HM(f) (7.3.13)

where the transform of the fluid velocity (U) is multiplied by the
meter filter 1I to get the transform of the measured velocity record
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(R). The water velocity transform (U) is determined from R by divid-

ing Equation 7.3.13 through by
11M

U(f)
HM(f)

(7.3.14)

Substituting Equations 7.3.5 and 7.3.9 into 7.3.14 yields

U(f) = {Rr(f) 2lrfTRi(f)} + jl2lTfTRr(f) + R1(f)} (7.3.15)

Equation 7.3.15 shows that the input velocity can be reconstructed at

each frequency if the transform of the measured velocity, R(f), and

the time constant, T, are known. The water velocity record can be

determined by substituting U(f) and u(t) into Equation 7.3.3 in place

of R(f) and r(t).

Rockland Filter

The Rockland is a Butterworth two-pole filter. The two pole

transfer function is given by

f2 f2

HR(f) = { 2

°
} 1 2(jf) + j2B1f f + f (jf) + j22f0f f2

(7.3.16)

0

where and 62 are .924 and .700 for a flat amplitude frequency

response, respectively. Substituting the B's and a nondimensional

coefficient, c1 = f/fe, into 7.3.16 yields

HR() = { 2

1

1 { 2

1

(7.3.17)
(1- ) + j1.848 (1- ) jl.44

Separating the right hand side of 7.3.17 into real and imaginary corn-

ponents gives

(1_4.587224) j3.248(1-2) (7.3.18)= ____________________________________
2 42 2 2 42

(1-4.5872 + ) + 10.554' (1-24' +4' )



The transfer function (HR) can be split into its phase (OHR) and

amplitude (IHRI) components as

= {(1-1.4152+v4) (1_.042+$4)}h/2
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(7.3.19)

Tan'
3.248(1_2)}

(7.3.20)
1-4.5872' +

Figure 7.3.1 shows the phase lag and amplitude attenuation introduced

by the Rockland filter.

The combined effect of the Marsh McBirney and Rockland transfer

functions on the fluid velocity signal, u(t), can be summarized as

R(f) = U(f) HM(f) HR(f) (7.3.21)

separation into the amplitude and phase gives

and

IR(f)I = IU(f)I IRM(f)I IHR(f)I (7.3.22)

0R( eu(f) °HM OHR(f) (7.3.23)

The fluid velocity is determined from the measurement by

and

IU(f)I
[R(f)I

(7.3.24)
HM(f)I JHR(f)J

= + 0HM + OHR(f) (7.3.25)

Thus, the fluid velocity is reconstructed one frequency component at

a time from the measured velocity and the transfer functions.
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7.4 Program FDATAR

Program FDATAR reformats the time series so that an even number

of wave periods are contained within the 4096 point record. The time

series is first converted to the frequency domain with the FFT algo-

rithm. Then a slow Fourier transform is used to recompose the time

domain record while scaling it so an even number of pendulum motion

periods are retained.

The user must specify the starting and ending point in the

original record as shown in the top of Figure 7.4.1. The symbols IS

and IE denote the starting and ending integer point of the original

time series. The old time span between each point (DT0) is deter-

mined by

DT0 = 8T0/N
(7.4.1)

where N is the number of points in the time series (4096) and T0 is

the estimated period of pendulum motion. The new time span between

each point (DTn) can be computed by

DT = DT0(IE-IS)/N
(7.4.2)

The inverse transform only included the frequency components up

to the NFLTR harmonic which saved considerable processing time. The

value of NFLTR is computed by

NFLTR = FCUT/DFQ
(7.4.3)

where FCUT is the cut off frequency above which no harmonic compo-

nents are retained and DF0 is the old span between each frequency
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Figure 7.4.1 Definition Sketch for the Parameters in Subroutine
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domain increment. The value of FCUT was chosen to retain all harmon-

ics through the fourth fundamental frequency. The old (DF0) and new

(DF) frequency domain increments are computed by

DF = 1/(8.*DT0)0

DF DF0(DT0/DT)

(7.4.4)

(7.4.5)

The time series is recomposed from

NFLTR -1
pr(i*DT) = PRr(l) 2.[ {PRr(m)

* cos(2n*(m-1)*t)
m2

PRJm) * sin(2ir*(m_1)*t)}] (7.4.6)

where pr is the time domain record of the profiler, m is the fre-

quency domain harmonic indecy, i is the time domain indecy, PRr and

PR1 are the real and imaginary components of the profiler transform

(PR), and t is the scaled time which can be computed by

(DT *IS) + DT (i-i)
t

°
NDT (7.4.7)

Equation 7.4.7 shows that t starts at IS and proceed for 4096 incre-

ments to IE. The lower half of Figure 7.4.1 shows the new tinie

series which is 4096 points long and contains the original record

between IS and IE.

Figures 7.4.2 and 7.4.3 show the profiler record in the time and

frequency domain before correction. Figures 7.4.4 and 7.4.5 show

the same profiler record after correction using FDATAR. Notice the

elimination of signal leakage around the fundamental harmonics.
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7.5 Differentiation in the Frequency Domain

Differentiation in the frequency domain is accomplished by

operating on the inverse Fourier transform

- pr(t)
d j2irft-
j- { f PR(f)e df} (7.5.1)

Co

where pr(t) is the measured profiler record and PR(f) is its Fourier

transform. The time derivative can be moved inside the integral

since the integrand is with respect to frequency. Substituting the

real (PRr) and imaginary (PR1) components of PR in Equation 7.5.1 and

differentiating yields

Co

pr(t) = f j2ltf(PRr(f) + jPR1(f j2n-ft
))e df (7.5.2)

-Co

which shows that 2IrfPR(f) and -211fPR(f) become the imaginary and

real parts of the derivative of the profiler (PR'), respectively.

For each signal, the amplitude and phase of the fundamental har-

monics were calculated by

PR'(f )I [(PR'(f
))2 + (PR(f))2]h/2

(7.5.3)ni r n

PR'(f )
0PR'n = Tan1

[PR(f)]
r n

(7.5.4)

where PR' and 0pR' are the amplitude and phase of the derivative of

the profiler.

Letting R(t) be the transform of the raw meter output, the

amplitude attenuation (AA) and phase shift (a) are given by

IPR'(fT)_JR(fT)1
(7.5.5)AA =




